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Dr. Roose Gives Subject
For This Sunday Sermon

The seed pods on Sumach have
turned brown. They are quite
decorative. Birds eat them.

Jig

Our Thom Trees are in full
bloom.

ERTIPS
iE IN
comes and
bon ... be
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Dr' David R°°se will sPeak '
the subject, "God In the Space,
10:45
a.m.
services
at The Murray Board of
Age" at the
the First Christian Church on Education has completed the
Sunday, August 8. His scripture Professional staff and approved
reading will be from the seventh
chapter of II Kings.
Kenneth Sinclair will be the
worship leader and Barry Wells
will light the candles. Elders will
be Dr. James C. Hart and Lyle
Underwood. Glenn Card, 0. B.
Boone, Jr., Elmer Collins, A. B.
Crass, M. C. Ellis, Johnny
Quertermous,John Reagan, Mrs.
Wayne Simeks, and Auburn Wells
will be the deacons and
deaconesses.
Greeters will be Mrs. Jean
Bordeaux, Mrs. 0. 0. Dublin,
Mrs. F. L. Dublin, and Mrs.
Lassie Pickard.

An insurance man was endeavoring to write up a policy on
a grizzled old farmer. "Ever
been in an accident?" the agent
asked. "No," said the farmer.
The insurance man stared at
him for a moment and then said,
"You do seem to have some scars
here and there...."
"Well," said the farmer,
"every now and then some bull
has taken out after me and I've
got the worst of it now and then."
"Would you call that being in
an accident?" the insurance
agent cliided.
"Nope," declared the old
farmer. "Them bulls done it on
purpose each and every time."
We have the perfect specimen of
Rabbit Tobacco (what we call
Rabbit Tobacco anyway). It is
about seven feet tall and it grew
up right by our mail box. We just
let it grow and it developed into a
grand

For The Pet Who
Has Everything
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
For the pet who has everything:

wro

MOVES
NEW QUARTERS—The Murray Brandt of
Hopkhuiville Federal Savings & Loan Association, which has
been located at 304 E. Main Street since it opened for business
here, has moved iato new quarters on the corner of Seventh &

Apollo 15 Streaks To
Splashdown In Pacific

Our big Rabbit was in the
driveway the other morning.
Unbeknownst to him we had let
Lady the inside dog out the back
money," Scott said Friday at into the past. Scott and Irwin
By AL ROSSITER JR.
door a few moments before. We
UPI Space Writer
n in-flight news conference. "I walked and drove 17 miles over
checked on him again and he was
think this data will not only a lunar Apennine Mountain
gone and we lookai out the back SPACE CENTER, Houston enhance the progress of valley that was shaped billions
window and he was hot footing it (UPI)—Convinced their 4445- science, but they will reach the of years ago. Worden peered
toward the woods. What he had million mission was worth common man in the street
Contlnued on Page Six
done was to hop around the every nickel it cost American directly by the byproducts of
corner of the house and he came taxpayers, the Apollo 15 moon what we learn."
face to face with Lady. Probably adventurers streaked with un- The helcopter carrier Okinascared both of them but Lady precedented accuracy today wa stood by to retrieve the
never moved out of her tracks. toward a Pacific Ocean splash- astronauts, 170 pounds of moon
We noted that the Rabbit slowed down.
rock and soil, a priceless eightdown as he reached the woods Perfect weather and unusual- foot section of the lunar surface
since he saw that Lady was not ly calm Pacific weather await- and 11
/
2 miles of what should be
giving chase. After all Lady's ed David R. Scott, Alfred M. the best moon mapping film
linh birthday is coming up this Worden and James B. Irwin at ever.
month and she was probably just the conclusion of man's scienti- Apollo 15's course back from
tired.
fically most rewarding moon the moon was the most Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president
flight. Splashdown was sche- accurate of the seven lunar of Murray State
University, aod
The twin Red Oak in the front duled for 4:46 p.m. EDT, 316 flights carried out by man. The eight
university faculty members
yard is bearing a fine crop of miles north of Hawaii.
astronauts skipped two planned have been selected to have their
Acorns. The twin Post Oak in the "I think the magnitude of the course corrections and control- names
appear in the 1971 edition
back yard also has a good crop, scientific data we've returned lers said a final steering of
"Outstanding Educators of
but they are not as large as the will speak for the taxpayers' maneuver today probably would America."
Red Oak Acorns. This is a good
not be needed.
year also for Hickory Nuts so the
For the first time since Faculty members chosen are:
Squirreals should have plenty of
Apollo 11 landed two years ago, Dr. Michael J. Gardone,
food to get them through the
of
professor
the Apollo 15 crewmen won't associate
coming winter.
have to go through quarantine. economics; Dr. Karl F. Hussung,
Partly cloudy north portion and Scientists decided before their professor of chemistry; Dr. Alice
mostly cloudy with a chance of launch 12 days ago the moon 1Koenecke, chairman of the home
Here's how one fellow handled a showers and thundershowers in was germ free and posed no economics department; Dr. Ray
universal problem: notice over a south portion through Sunday threat to life on earth.
Mofield, chairman of the combottle rack at a soft-drink mainly in afternoons into late
The astronauts are due at munications department.
machine "Test your I. Q. Put the evenings. Some fog likely late at Pearl Harbor at 4 p.m. EDT Dr. Doris Mouser, assistant
little round empty bottle into the night, lifting around mid mor- Sunday and should land in professor
elementery
of
square hole".
education; Dr. Bernard Segal,
ning. Little temperature change Houston five hours later.
of
with the highs mostly in the 80s They came from a venture associate professor
The first women to seek the office and lows in the 60s.
psychology; Mrs. June Warden
of President of the United States,
Smith, associate professor of
was Victoria Clafin Woodhull of
elementary education; and Miss
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
the Equal Rights Party, in 1872. Kentucky: The extended
1Ftubie Smith, chairman of the
In 18114 and 1888, this party weather outlook Monday through
elementary education departnominated Belva Arin Bennett Wednesday shows it will be
ment.
Houston
CENTER,
SPACE
Lockwood. Years later, in 1952, partly cloudy and warm with a
Nominated earlier this year,
timetaApollo
15
the chance of showers mainly in the (UPI) —The
Linea W. Johnson was
the nine representatives of
presidential candidate of the south portion Monday and ble (all times EDT and subject Murray State were chosen on the
Washington Peace Party. The Tuesday. Lows will be in the 60., to change):
basis of civic and professional
Today
seek the highs in the 70..
first women
to
achievement
to have their names
8:04 a.m. —Astronauts wake
presidential nomination of a
included in the national volume
un.
major party was Maine's Sen.
1:32 p.m. —Course correction of biographical history.
Margaret Chase Smith whose
Guidelines for selection include
If necessary.
name was presented in
classroom
skills, research
Cemetery 4:17 p.m. —Command module contributions, administrative
Bethel
nomination at the 1964 GOP The
module.
service
separates
from
annual
Association will hold its
convention in San Francisco.
abilities, civic service, and
meeting at the cemetery on 4:32 p.m. —Command module professional recognition.
Saturday morning, August 14, at slices into upper fringes of Nominations are made by
Now You Know
10 am. according to Mrs. Ida C. earth's atmosphere.
college and university personnel,
By United Press International Thomas of Paris, Tennessee. All 4:46 p.m. —Apollo 15 lands in Including presidents, deans,
Fred W. Thayer invented the Interested persons are urged to the Pacific Ocean, 316 miles department heads, superinnorth of Oahu, Hawaii.
attend the meeting.
catcher's mask.
tendents and other officials.

—Cat berets in psychedelic
_
cokes:
—A diet food for older cats
and dogs that "adds a lot of
zest to aging pets;
—A 24-carat gold dog collar;
And for the recently departed:
A gospel meeting will be held at —A styrene plastic casket
Christ
Church
of
Lynnville
the
plus a granite tombstone that
beginning Monday, August 9, and
market for prices up to 4280 in
continuing through Sunday,
combination.
August 15.
These were among the new
items on display Friday as the
Lloyd Canter will be the
1st International Pet Supply
speaker for the week-long
Trade Show opened at the
meeting.
Hilton Hotel for three days.

dospel Meet Planned

At Lynnville Church

Some 2,000 dealers, from as far
away as India and Taiwan,
attended.

Nine Picked
To Appear In
Publication

The Weather
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School Calendar Is
Approved For Year •

Apollo
Timetable

One,
LARGE CANTALOPE—Mr. Yawl Duncan et Route
this
Times
Ledger
&
the
by
cantalope
huge
Murray, brought this
lope
-*wk.Mr.Duncan, who lives near Lyon Grovumid the ratite
/
2"in circumfereoMHe also said that
weighs 20 pounds and is 411
weighing 15 to 16
.
melons
in his garden
the
of
be has several
pounds. Carman Rogers of 209 North 12th St. Murray also
stopped in this week with a mushmellon weighing 20 LA pounds
Staff Photo By Gene McCutchcon

Coach,Preston Holland - Athletic
Director & History, Mrs. Ruth
Howard - French, Mrs. Clara
Humphrey - English.
Mrs. Bonnie H. Jones - English
& Math, Joe Keeslar - Industrial
Arts, Mrs. Evon Kelley •
Librarian, Mrs. Judith Koch Science &Math,Mrs. Lucy Lilly Home Economics, Mrs. Brenda
Maddox - Math, Mrs. Alice
Matthews - Math,
Mrs. Sue Miller - Business,
Robert Newcomb - Distributive
Education, Mrs. Beth Nicholas English, Mrs. Mary Ann Russell English, Mrs. Betty C.Scott - Art,
Jerry Shelton - Biology & Coach.
Bobby J. Toon - Health, Phys.
Ed., Coach, Billy Lee Watson Instrumental Music, Mrs. Joy
Waldrop- Business, Haron West Business, Miss Phyllis Yewell Spanish & Soc. Studies.
Murray Middle School
Robert Glin Jeffrey - Principal,
Mrs. Faye Beyer - 5th Grade,
Daniel Blankenship - Industrial
Arts, Mrs. Carolyn Bogard Language Arts, Miss Beth
Broach - Physical Educ.iihen,
Mrs. Geneva Brownfield Guidance Counselor, Mrs. Lynne
Burnette - English.
Mrs. Pamela Cartwright Science, Mrs. Lochie Christopher
- 6th Grade, Mrs. Linda Sue
Emerson -5th Grade, Mrs. Myra
Jo Farley - Math, Mrs. Margaret
Franklin -5th Grade, Mrs. Jean
Geurin - Art, Haley Lee Hook English & Soc. Studies.
Mrs. Lulabelle Hodges - 5th
Grade, Mrs. Opal Howard - 6th
Grade, Mrs. Donna Keller Science, Mrs. Doralyn Lanier Eng. & Soc. Studies, Miss Mary
G. Lassiter - Math, Mrs. Mildred
Lowe - 6th Grade.
Eels Mae Doherty
Mrs. Donna Mabry - Social
the school calendar for the 1971Studies, Mrs.Patricia Miller - 6th
school year.
arade, Mrs. Nancy Page The school calendar is a 190 day
drumental Music, Mrs. Sarah C.
calendar, beginning August Z
Peebles - Science, Mrs. Joretta
This
and ending on June 1, 1972.
Randolph - 5th Grade, Charles
calendar includes 180 days with
Ellis Reed - Soc. Studies & Coach.
students present for instruction
Mrs. Martha Shirley - English
and 10 days for in-service
Si
Soc. Studies, Mrs. Lorene
holidays and professional
Swann - Math, Mrs. Sandra
meetings.
rurnbow - Math & Science, Mrs.
"All staff members are
Betty Ann Wagar - Special
with
certificated,
properly
Education,
Mrs. Thelma Warford
professional credentials from the
Special Education, Mrs. Joan
PhD level to recent graduates,"
Nilson - Librarian, Mrs. Peggy
school superintendent, Fred
Nilson -6th Grade.
Schultz, said. "The Board is of
Carter Elementary School
the opinion that this professional
Dennis Taylor - Principal, Mrs.
staff is one of the finest that has
Willie Waldrop Gilliam - 1st
been employed by this school
;rade,
Mrs. Billie Faye Price.
district, and the pupil-teacher
tat Grade, Mrs. Shirley Toon - 1st
ratio has been improved over last
;rade, Mrs. Mary Ann Carter
year.
Professional assignments for hd Grade, Mrs. Bonnie Crouch Md Grade, Mrs. Gela Ellis the school year are as follows:
;rade, Mrs. Judith Baucum - 3rd
Fred Schultz, Superintendent
;rade.
of Schools; Preston Holland,
Assistant Superintendent; Mrs. Mrs. Maxine Ryan - 3rd Grade,
Mrs. Georgia Wear - 3rd Grade,
Eula Mae Doherty, General
Supervisor of Instruction; Willie Mrs. Nellie Ruth Caklwell - 4th
Condoled on Page Six
F. Jackson, Director of Pupil
Personnel; Miss Ruth Lassiter,
Finance Officer; Mrs. Glinda
hitt, Supervisor of Cafeterias.
Murray High School
Eli Alexander, Princeipal;
Leon Miller, Assistant PrincipaL
Mrs. Patricia Anderson English, Joel Atchison-Math,
Mrs. Idelle Bailey - Learning
Center, Mrs. Charlotte Barker Guidance Couns., Mrs. Mary
Beshear - English, Ronald
Beshear - Speech & Social
Studies, Mrs. Joan Bowker Vocal Music, Mark Brady Driver Education, Mrs. Sally
Crass - Home Economics.
Mrs. Martha Crawford Special project ( Voc. Business),
Jerry A. Crider - Science, Mrs.
Jane Fitch - Health & Phys. Ed.,
Lloyd Hasty - Chemistry & Phys.
Sci., John Hina - Social Studies &
Willie F. Jackson
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PANT,INC. 103 N 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 752-1916.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LSDGRIt a TIM= FILE

University,
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS were awarded to RI catering freshmen at Murray State
15 of the
are
here
Pictured
session.
summer
the
for
fees
course
covering the costs of tuition and
winners: (first row from left) Barbara Burks, Hopkinsville; Maria Doty, Calvert City; Anna Raye
Farthing, Central City; Becky Watson, Hopkinsvilie; Libbie Whitfield, Hopkinsville; Pam Rudd,
Madisonville; Jenny Lynn Besbear, Dawson Springs; Patti Hoffman, Carnil, Ill.; Joe David Cox,
Benton; Steve Austin, Hopkinsville; Dr. Wayne Sbeley, professor of music at NISU; (second row) Dr.
Joe Prince, dean of fine arts; James P. David, Paducah; Joseph Whelan, Gusta; Mike Brunkow,
McLeansboro,Ill.; Matt Boston, Mayfield; and David Tucker, Mayfield.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )

Deaths reported are Mrs. Norman Roberts, age 82, of Murray
Route Three on August 6,and Mrs. Jack Elkins, age 63,01 Murray
Route Six on August 5.
Airman Second Class Jerry R. Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Nelson, was named by the Field Maintenance Branch of the Air
Force unit at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, as "Airman of the Month".
Explorer Post 45 of Murray was host to the Explorers of the
Chief Chennubby District Co-ed picnic held at Kenlake State Park
on August 5. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes and Mr. and Mrs. Hal K.
Kingins were chaperones.
"Snow White and the Three Stooges" is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.

Jews apparently don't
get Christian message

20 Years Ago Today
LSDOIS & TIMES PUS

NOU DOt,lt NEED TROOPS IN EUROK

Rix Allen, age 73, died yesterday at his home on Alin° Route
One.
James Harrel Herndon, George Wade Dowdy, Joe Hl Overcast, Bennie George, Joe Max Raspberry, Audry Lee Newsome,
Clifford Barnett, Joe Howard Watkins, Eugene M. Burkeen, Roy
Franklin Swift, John Franklin Berkley, Gerald Ruel Holland,
Fred Lenon Cain, Henry Thomas Adams,and Glen Dale Bell left
for induction in the Armed' Forces today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Trotter on
July 31,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Keel on August 1, and a boy
to Mr.andMrs. Norman D. Hale on August 3.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter will be installed as Kentucky State manager
of the Woodmen Circle at the national Woodmen convention in
Los Angeles, California. She replaces Mrs. Lois Waterfield who
has resigned.

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Aug. 7,
he 219th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
By FRANK MACOMBER
under the sign of Leo.
Copley News Service
statesman
American Negro
Ralph Blanche was born Aug. 7,
Determination being one of the most admirable human
1904.
characteristics, let's look at some gratifying examples:
history:
On this day in
'e;cology-minded scientists, not content with developing a process
In 1782 the Order of the to recycle computer print-out paper for reuse in a variety of ways,
Purple Heart was established now are determined to achieve something just as dramatic with
=DORS a MOM MS
by George Washington.
plastics.
In 1942 Marines launched
It appears there's a good possibility of recovering and reusing
County officials elected in the primary election were Pink G. America's first offense in plastics found in plain old garbage and other solid waste without
Curd, representative, C. A. Hale, judge, Alvin H. Kopperud, at- World War II by landing on having to separate them by their chemical types. So a three-year
research project aimed at this achievement is under way at the
torney, Mary Russell Williams, court clerk, Carl B. Kingins, Guadalcanal.
In 1962 Mrs. John Kennedy University of Texas in Austin.
sheriff, R. H. Lamb, jailer, and Dewey D. Crass, tax comThe federal government's Environmental Protection Agency is
missioner. Magistrates are Cecil Holland, L. N. Moody, Almon became the first president's
Willoughby,B.H.Dixon,G.P.Hughes, W.C. Robinson, and Wells wife to give birth in the White sufficiently impressed by the prospects of recovering plastics from
House since the days of Grover the waste that it has put up $62,142 as a research grant to help out.
Nix.
"The use of plastics is increasing rapidly," says Richard D.
Bouvier
Deaths rdported are Ben F. Holifield, age 84, Mrs. Charles P. Cleveland. Patrick
Vaughan, EPA's deputy assooant administrator for solid waste
Kennedy died two days later.
Currier,Sr., and Mrs. Margie Paschall Hart,age 50.
planes management programs. "It will pose an increasing burden on
Turkish
1964
In
Chester Lee Paschall, Virgil Leon Farris,and William Basil left
attacked Cyprus for the first existing solid waste collection and disposal systems. So a new
this week for induction in the training camp.
Marriages reported this week are Miss Jane Melugin to George time after sharp fighting broke method of recovery is needed."
Dr. Donald R. Paul, associate professor of chemical engineering
D. Henry and Miss Mary Moore Windsor to James Madison out in Greece.
at Texas University, says plastics are widely sought for packaging
Lassiter, both on August 3.
because they are cheap and easy to use.
A thought for today: British
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Parker
"The reason there is an excess of plastics is that they can be used
said,
Herbert
Patrick
hinnorist
boy
a
and
28,
on July 29, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max Beale on July
once and discarded..sairt.
What we need is a new way to take care of this
"We shall not produce equality plastic
to Mr.and Mrs. J. C. Brewer on August 2.
e wste."
The work of clearing the reservoir areas of the Tennessee River by turning everything upside The trick will be to recover three polymers ( plastics) from
is now being conducted by the TVA in Calloway and Marshall down."
paper, metal and glass wastes at a minimum of cost and labor.
counties.
Polymeric materials — in this case polyethelene, polystyrene
CHINESE MISSILES
and polyvinyl — include a broad class of plastics, rubber and
WASHINGTON ( UPI i—Com- synthetic fibers which could be reused in new products if the Texas
munist China probably has University project develops a succetsful separation process.
installed for the first time a
Dr.Paul says it's too early to tell, but if determination is a factor,
few 1,000-mile range missiles then achievement is just three years around the corner, the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
capable of hitting the Soviet chemist predicts.
*
*
There are three kinds of people we can do without: Union, India or Japan, a
students and school
Riverside,
the
At
University
of
California,
Defense
Department spokesthose of the female sex who don't like men, those of
officials, determined to tidy up the air, shifted from gasoline to
said.
has
man
both
of
those
the male sex who don't like women and
The spokesman, Jerry W. propane fuel systems on campus vehicles. The result was lower air
sexes who go for unisex.
Friedheirn, said Thursday U.S. pollution levels and reduced maintenance costs.
They found among other things that crankcase oil remains
"It is the man and woman united
intelligence experts also beno liquid gas and
that makes the complete human being."
lieved the Chinese could have a cleaner with propane than with gasoline because
fewer impurities enter the crankcase; engines operate longer
few
operational
intercontinental
Franklin
—Benjamin
eath repairs are necessary and start more quickly in cold
beforeet
ballistic missiles with a range
of about 5,000 miles in 1973.
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REYNOLDS NEW CHAMP
,erandarteheacost
CAMP PERRY, Ohio (UPI)—
*
*
*
Army Sgt. Harland Reynolds of
U ye then, being evil, koow bow to give good gifts unto your Columbus, Ga., fired a 288
As for determination, try this for starters:
children: bow much more shall your heavenly Father give the Thursday to win the
In London, after Dorothy Crawford broke off her engagement in
National
1916
to Daniel Briggs to care for her sick rnother, Briggs neverHoly Spirit to them that ask hini?—Ltike 11:13.
Trophy individual championship
The elusive, unseen Spirit of God is available. Ask and He will on the final day of the National theless continued to carry Dorothy's picture in his wallet.
Eventually he married another woman, but she died four years
give.
Pistol championships.
later.
Recently, while he was visiting a son in London, Briggs, now 79
looked up his sweetheart, now 81.
A few weeks ago they were married.
*
*
enjoydA
then there was Edith Glendirining
of Westgate-On-Sea, an
sitting on the public park
English resort cortununity. Edith
ith
wm
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vabenceathieosnearlons. th
shgeh fboZes
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There
Miss Glendinning was determined to do something about it. When
she died recently at the age of 91, Miss Glendinning left about 8,000
more public
pr
English
s ) to the tittle town to provide
19,LOron
along
be lishPounds)5
the

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Plastics recovery
being studied

30YearsAgoThisWeek

Isn't It The Truth!

Bible Thoughtfor Today

By JEANNE KUEBLER
Copley News Service
JERUSALEM — The Christian evangelist, after arguing
that the Jewish people's return
to Israel fulfilled part of
Ezekiel's prophecy, declared
that the final fulfillment of the
Bible must await the ingathering of all Jews into Israel and
their reacceptance of their role
as God's chosen people — that
is, the acceptance of Christ as
the Messiah.
Then he looked at his audience of 1,400 and said:
"What Israel gave to the nations (Christ and Christianity)
must be returned to Israel, so
that both can be gathered into
the embrace of God. But do we
speak to Israel? Does Isreal
hear us in Jerusalem? Are they
aware of ow destiny?
It was a good question. For to
a considerable degree the
fervor of participants in the re•
cent Jerusalem Conference on
Biblical Prophecy — Baptists,
Presbyterians, Mennonites and
even Episcopalians — was concentrated on the man who
wasn't there, the Jew
Fewer than a hundred local
residents, many of them not
Jewish, took advantage of the
opportunity to attend the fourday conference, and few
Israelis seemed even to know
about it.
Yet the future and the past of
the Jewish people were the
focus of most of the discussions.
The conference, attended by
1,300 -Bible-believing Christians" train 32 countries, was
not ostensibly missionary. And
its chief sponsor — Dr. G.
Douglas Young of the American Institute of Holy Land
Studies in Jerusalem — insisted there were no political
overtones to the discussions.
But inevitably both missionary and political elements intruded.
The principal argument
raged between those who believe in the literal fulfillment of
biblical prophecies and those
who believe the words of the
prophets must be interpreted
figuratively.
Dr. Carl F. H. Henry, professor of theology at the Eastern
Baptist Seminary in Philadelphia and one of the confer-

has propages f wicret World War II
documents he declassified.
He announced the "massive declassification"
plan in asking Congress to appropriate $636.000 to
bi.
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At the same time, these experts said, Russia would
emerge as an arch foe from the
north. Later, a reawakened
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Henry pointed out that long
before the Jews began to return
to Israel, exponents of literal
interpretation predicted on the
basis of the Old Testament that
"Jewry would be regathered in
Palestine, and would at first reassemble in unbelief in Jesus of
Nazareth as the Messiah of
promise.-

Jewry will accept Christ, a
necessary prelude to the
Savior's second coming.
Their opponents reject this
literal interpretation. They Insist that because of the Jews'
rejection of Jesus 2,000 years
ago, the prophetic promises
made to Israel are now wholly
preempted by the iur 14of
Christ. The "Israel"
in the prophecies shOuld be
viewed as the church, they bec
lieve, and the rebuilding of the
temple described by Ezekiel
should be viewed as the spiritual triumph of the church.

. • * SUN. thru WED.
ADULTS

World War II secrets
Declassify documents,
Nixon urges Congress
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ence's organizers, summarized
the two points of view.
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GOOD TROUT FISHING IN KENTUCKY—
WHO WOULD HAVE DREAMED?

tailwaters of Nat'l, Rough River, Buckhorn,
Fishirap and Grayson lakes, in addition to Lake
Cumberland, and be almost assured of picking up a
mess of trout, if the water conditions are right. If the
waters are high and muddy, of course, he is out of
luck, but that's true of any kind of fishing.
Less productive, perhaps, but still offering trout
fishing as the purists demand are a number of
streams that have been stocked. They were stocked
only after a survey conducted by the Department
showed water temperatures well within the rainbow's range.
These tests went on for many years and streams
that no one had dreamed of as possible trout waters
were found to be very conductive to this species of
fish. So they were stocked and are restocked several
times a year and the fishermen are benefiting.
A total of 35 creeks are now in the trout stocking
category. In addition, based on the success of
stocking Lake Cumberland itself, several other
lakes are now receiving trout and producing good
fishing. Those stocked in the past few weeks are:
Herrington, Mill Creek, Campton, Bert Combs,
Kingdom Come and Dale Hollow. They have all been
determined to have water qualities sufficient for
healthy trout.
Note to new trout fishermen: as of July 1, 1971, a
trout stamp came into being. It costs $2.25 and you
must have it if you fish for trout.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Fishing for trout below a
number of Kentucky impoundments is increasing in
many areas during the hot summer day& It's increasing betaKise from these swift waters good
catches of rainbow may be made even whenipther
waters are at the boiling point.
For most species the August fisherman must
usually try his luck at night, late afternoon or very
early morning. But in the tailwaters the trout can be
caught throughout the day and this new-type fishing
is catching on fast in many sections.
A few years ago if a fisherman told you he was
going trout fishing, you probably would have ignored
him. Any person with average fishing sense knew
that trout fishing in Kentucky (at that time) was
next to nothing.
Oh, a few stocked trout could be caught from
scattered cool streams, but there were usually bonus
fish caught incidental to other fishing. And at that
time trout stocking was meager simply because
IS YOUR BOAT SAFE?
trout were hard to come by.
Check to be sure
But then the Department of Fish and Wildlife
expanded its trout stocking program to include the
Do you have 'safety tested life saving equipment?
tailwaters of a number of dams. Rainbows had been
D YES " NO
placed in the areas below Wolf Creek Dam, which Do you have 'safety tested fuel system
NO
components? D YES
impounds Lake Cumberland, for a number of years.
D YES - NO
They had survived in good numbers and were caught Do you have 'safety tested fire extinguishers?
readily by many fishermen. The trout thrived in the
Do you have 'safety tested marine electrical equipment? 0 YES ' N
other waters, too, and the fish that were stocked as
eight-inch scrappers had soon turned into three-tofive pound bruisers.
One NO Answer And You Lose (maybe OW life).
New, a person may go trout fishing in the 'Bears the Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) label.

FRANKFORT (UPI)-The
State Department of Fish and
Wildlife resources says "spotty"
Is the best descriptIon for fishing
at Kentucky's lakes with some
good catches of black base and
eroppie.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
BARKLEY-Scattered limits
of black bass by casting medium
deep runners and artificial
worms, croppie good around
channel dropoffe, croppie and
catfish fair below dam, mostly
clear with some murky sections,
stable at 80.
KENTUCKY-White bass fair
In bridge areas and in jumps,fair
black bass on surface lures and
pop flies, white bass and croppie
fair below dam,clear and falling
at 79.
CUMBERLAND-Croppie fair
to good in lower section of lake at
25 to 35 feet scattered black bass
on artificial nighterawlers,
catfish fair to good on trotlines
heads of tributaries murky,
remainder clear with water at
BOATING
timberline at 80.
By JACK WOLISTON
DALE HOLLOW-Catfish good
NEW YORK (UPI) - From
on trotlines,scattered white bass the ditty bag.
,
by trolling, tributaries muddy,
- The Fair American, a
remainder clear and high at BO. 34-ton aluminum boat that will
HERRINGTON-Bluegill good race in One Ton Cup comby drift fishing on worms and- petition in this country and
crickets, white bass fair in abroad, was christened recently
jumps, extreme upper section at the American Yacht C/ub in
murky to- muddy, remainder Rye, N.Y. Designed by E.W.
Etchells, whose Etchells-22 is
dear, high and rising at 30.
GREEN RIVER LAKE- one of the fastest one-design
Scattered black bass by casting, boats currently being built,the.
Fair American is one of the
fair bluegill at. eight feet,
fiast boats beilt in the United
tributaries pmurky to muddy, States specifically
for One Ton
rising at 788.
Cup competition. The One
BARREN LAKE-Good cat- Tons compete boat-for-boat, as
ches of half-pound bluegill on in one-design racing, rather
worms and crickets catfish good than using a handicap system.
on trotlines, all tributaries Fair American is owned by a
muddy, remainder clear and syndicate, the AYC Partnerrising at 81.
ship, which will race her.
According to long-established
NOUN-Fair to good black
- The St. Petersburg Yacht
rules of the road for operation of bass and white bass in upper Club has announced that its
boats, it is permissible to over- sections, fair croppie in lower second annual St. Petersburg
take another craft on either part of lake, extreme headwaters Olympic Regatta Training
side, subject of course to the use murky to muddy, remainder (SKAT) series will be held
March 25-31, 1972, and will be
of good judgment in,the matter of clear and rising at 76.
passing clearance.
ROUGH RIVER LAKE- limited to classes designated
Where large boats and ships Scattered catches of white bass for the 1972 Olympic Sailing
Games atas
l Kid,
iel,
op
. The
fo
are concerned, it is customary and bluegill in all sections, ex- of
for the overtaking craft to signal treme headwaters murky, SPORT 72 series will be one
opportunities
Its intentions by means of whistle remainder clear and stable at
most U.S. sailors to participate
signals. One blast means "I am pool stage at 79.
overtaking you on your right BUCKHORN-Scattered black in interntional competition
side." Two blasts mean "I am bass by casting,some big bluegill prior to their respective Olymovertaking you on your left at 12 fett, trout fair below dam, pic trials. Among classes competing will be Tempest, Dragside." Thus the craft being upper one-half murky,remainder
on, Star and Flying Dutchman.
overtaken is notified as to your clear and rising at 81.
- In his proclamation desigintentions and can cooperate by DEWEY-Average catches of
maintaining a steady course croppie and bluegill, upper half nating this year's National Safe
while being overtaken.
murky to muddy, remainder Boating Week, Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller of New York said:
In the case of today's typical clear and rising at 82.
"More
Americans each year are
boat
one
swift pleasure boats,
GRAYSON-Fair black bass choosing boating as the ideal
may overtake another so rapidly around dropoffs, croppie fair at way to relax with their families
that there just isn't time to make three to 10 feet, clear and falling and friends. All too often,
a signal before the overtaking at 81.
however, what starts out as a
actually takes place.
FISHTRAP-Spotty catches of pleasant cruise ends in tragedy
A good personal rule for the bluegill by fly fishing and still because boatmen fail to teach
modern powerboater to adopt is, fishing with worms, upper half their families to swim, fail to
say the boating experts at muddy, remainder clear and properly equip their craft with
Mercury outboards "Always look falling at 76.
life preservers and other proaft before making a turn!"
tective devices, or fail to inThis can be made easy by
-! struet their passengers on the
installing a good marine-type, are on the market and one of use of such devices prior to a
wide-angle rear view mirror, them could be a wise investment. boating cruise."
- What are the most freavailable through your boat and However, remember that today
motor dealer. If you normally there are many small boats on quently cited faults of boat
operate on crowded or confined the water, overtaking
takes operators involved in accidwaters frequented by fast boats, place many times each day, and ents? The Coast Guard lists
this an be a real boon to safety. therefore indiscriminate use of them as. excessive speed, overA -gIance in it before altering whistles is to be avoided because loading, improper loading,
course shows whether or not sometimes whistle signals carelessness and recklessness,
another craft is bearing down on merely confuse newcomers who improper lookout, disregard of
weather conditions, noncomyou from astern.
do not understand them, and too pliance with rules and regulatIf there's heavy boat traffic in much whistling can be annoying ions, improper installation or
your area, a variety of whistles to those on nearby shores.'
maintenance of equipment,

WARD - ELKINS
'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR
BUSINESS'
I
e

rillizer
Veer Prescription Carefully a Accurately nue

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Obey the Rules of the Road.
Neglecting to follow these rules is
the greatest single cause of
collisions. Remeber to: keep to
starboard (right) in narrow,
channels or canals; yield the
right of way in powered boats to
all craft without motors; keep to
starboard when meeting a boat
dead ahead unless you are too far
to port (left) for this to be
practical; maintain speed and
course when being passed by
another boat; yield the right of
way to boats you are passing;
yield to boats on your starboard
(right) side when meeting at an
angle. Follow these simple rules
of the road and you won't become
a boating statistic.
Keep clear of all other boats,
swimmers and obstructions when
towing skiers. Two persons
should be aboard to maintain a
proper lookout-many states
require this by law.
Instruct at least one other
person on board in boat handling
in case you are disabled or fall
nverboard.

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

'17

Call Any Tune

753-1933

bad judgment, proceeding with
unseaworthy craft, and introduction of explosive-or AIX1111._
bustible vapors or liquids on
board.
- Some 90 underprivileged
children from the sidewalks of
New York are learning the
rudiments of deepwater sailing
this summer under a program
sponsored by the South Street
Seaport. They are participating
in six two-week cruises in Long
Island and Block Wand Sounds
aboard the 85-foot schooner ,
Pioneer, during which they par...
form regularly assigned duties,
stand watch and are instructed
in basic seamanship. The Pioneer is under command of Capt.
George Nlatteson, an experienced ocean sailor, assisted by
four.
a crewo
- W hfy re hurricanes named? The National Weather Service says the use of girls'
names, in written as well as in
spoken communications, is
shorter, quicker, and less subject to error than the older
more cumbersome latitudelongitude identification methods. Also, the use of easily
remembered names greatly reduces confusion when two or
more tropical storms occur it _v
the same time.

* Cherokee

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 438-5488

All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

TAYLOR
MOTORS

* Febuglas

* Alumacratt

LIBERTY
Super Market

MURRAY HOME i AUTO

Murray's Largest and Meet Modern Market

CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucrf

so, 7,enith TVs
Chestnut Street

iog, Sporting iseeds
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2571

HELP KEEP
KENTUCKY'S
WATER CLEAN
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Miss Ruth Ann Barrow Becomes Bride Of
Wallace Brent Taylor In Ceremony At
The Hazel Baptist Church In July

Pastor in a dilemma

DEAR ABBY: Mine is an overwhelming problem. I am a
pastor in a small church in a small town, so no names,
please.
When my wife and I were married we were very much in
love, but little by little the romance went out of our marrige,
until our sexual relations became mechanical and
meaningless. Consequently I became very restless and
frustrated.
A lady who is a member of my church has been coming
to talk to me. I find her extremely attractive, and the feeling
is mutual. She confessed she could love me if I were free to
love her. Please understand, we have not committed any
wrong. We haven't even kissed, but we have talked about our
love and how happy we could be together. This has made us
more miserable.
Any suggestions you or a clergyman of any denomination
ANONYMOUS
can offer will be greatly appreciated.
DEAR ANONYMOUS: I offer the following alternatives:
Ill Sincerely try to repair your marriage. The excitement of
a tired marriage can be revived if both parties are willing to
work at ft. You may have to common a qualified marriage
counselor, but don't let that discourage you. It indicates
strength. not weakness. in You could ask for a transfer to
another community. terminating your relationsidp with
Number Two. Or Number Two cooed move away. f31 Ask
Number tine for •divorce and marry Number Two. I suspect
this is what you would like to do obese you are obviously
physically attracted to each ether, but the emotiosal
repercussion would probably net yes more than you are
Weltered to PRYI recommend the first alternative. God bless.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons,
Jr., Miss Catherine Baines
Simmons, A. Wilson Simmons
III, and Edwin Ward Humphreys
Simmons were hosts to the
rehearsal dinner for the Pennington-McKeel wedding at their
home on the Hazel Road on
Friday evening, August 6.
The guest list honoring Miss
Claudia Ann Pennington and
Daniel York McKeel included the
wedding party and the out of town
guests who were here for the
wedding at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening on Saturday, August
7, at the First United Methodist
Cburch.

Teresa Gay Joseph
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding

sheath with matching accessories. They both wore corsages of white carnations.
As the bride and her father
mme down the aisle to the altar,
she presented her mother and
mother-in-law to be wittna long
stemmed rosebuds from her
bouquet.
, The couple left for an unanmunced wedding trip with the
Pride wearing an aqua double
Saturday, August 7
mit dress designed with a low
of the Ed Downs
cleaning
The
Her
skirt.
pleated
and
line
waist
accessories were beige and she Cemetery near Rushing Creek
wore the corsage from her bridal campground in the Land Between
bouquet.
the Lakes will be held on
The bride is a 1970 graduate of Saturday.
Calloway County High School and
Sunday, August a
State
Murray
attended
of Sinking Spring
Members
a
The groom,
University.
to
graduate of Puryear High School Baptist Church are urged
has recently returned home from participate in a drive to collect
his tour of duty in Vietnam and is school supplies for Children's
now employed with the Ten- Home. Please bring them to the
iurcti by today for Rev. Ralph
nessee Valley Authority.
to take back with him.
their
McConnell
in
They are now residing
mobile home on Hazel Route
The Lyons' reunion will be held
Two.
at Paris Landing State Park. A
basket lunch will be served at

Steak Night Held
Of Oaks Club
By Lady Members

Miss Teresa Gay Joseph,
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
W. Joseph of Kirksey Route One,
has completed plans for her
wedding to Rev. Joe Steven
Cavitt, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Cavitt of Murray Route One.
The wedding vows will be
solemnized on Monday, August
16, at two-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon at the Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church, two
miles north of Kirk.sey. Her two
brothers, Rev. Roger Joseph and
Rev. Jerry Joseph, will officiate
at the double ring ceremony.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I can never settle our
differences by talking them over. To him any discussion is an
argument, and be hates arguments. He will say,"All right,
have it your way," then he clams op and hardly speaks to
me for days. I always end up saying I am sorry in order to
coax him back into a good mood.
I am sure both sides of the question are worthy of being
heard, and even if the discussion turns into a knockdowndrag-out argument, it is better than both of us bottling up
our resentments.
M. H.
We both read your column. Please comment.
DEAR M. H.: Tell year husband to grow up. Harbored
resentments frequently come out is strange forms. (Stomach ulcers, for Instant-el I'm sot fm knockdown-drag-out
argunsema, but they beet Risers.
DEAR ABBY: How important is dancing in a marriage?
I am engaged to a man who loves to dance. Roo danced a lot
before he met me. I have never danced and I don't care to
learn. You see, I am sort of against dancing. I am also
against going to places where there is drinking and Ron goes
to nightclubs so he can dance. He's not a big drinker but he
will have one or two because he has to order something.
Don't get the idea I am a stay-at-home. I'm not. I just
don't care for nightclubs. Roo is 25 and I am 19 and we love
each other, but I wonder if our marriage will work out with
WONDERING
these differences between us.
DEAR WONDERING: The big question Imre is use hew
Important dancing Is in a marriage, but bow important it is
to Rom If he loves to dance and you are sort of against it, he
will either have to give up dancing to please you. or go
desiring Mitsui you. Other cowrie is unhealthy for your
marriage. I vole for a Wager engagement.
What's ymir problem? You'll feel better it you get it on
your chest. Write to ABBY. Mix mum Los levees. cal.
sem. For a perusal reply nodose stamped. addressed
envelope.

Mrs. B. D. Hall Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Group II CWF
Mrs. B. D. Hall opened her
lovely home at 1210 Dogwood
Drive for the meeting of Group II
of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian
Church held on Tuesday, August
3, at two o'clock in the afternoon
The program was presented by
Mrs. Vernon Riley who had as
her subject,"I am A Small Part
of the Problem Can I Be A Part of
the Answer" from the study
series, "Peace, Pollution,
Population and Poverty". She
also gave the devotion with her
scripture reading from Amos
5:8-15.
Mrs. Rupert Parts, chairman,
presided and Mrs. Ruth Clopton
read the minutes. Mrs. Harlan
Hodges reported from the
executive board meeting of the
CWF. Visitation plans for the
year were discussed.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostesses, Mrs
Hall and Mrs. Ed Filbeck, to the
twenty-two persons present.

Monday, August 9
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the social
Another delightfully planned hall at 7:30 pin.
steak night was held on Monday
night for the lady members of the —The Executive Board of the
Oaks Country Club.
Quota Club will meet at the
About 45 ladies enjoyed the South.side Restaurant at 5:30
usual menu of steak, baked p.m.
potatoes, green salad, and hot
bread. This has become a very
The American Legion and
enjoyable monthly affair for the Auxiliary will meet at the Legion
Laides of the Oaks.
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Bright summer flowers in
Woodmen of the World Camp
The Hazel Baptist Church was illusion veil was attached to a silver vases centered each of the
592 will have a family night
A program of nuptial music the setting for the wedding of headpiece of self material ac- tables.
will be presented by Mrs. Bobbie Miss Ruth Ann Barrow to cented with lace and seed pearls. Various party games were supper at the WOW Hall at 6:30
Garrison, organist. The soloist Wallace Brent Taylor on Friday, The dress and veil were deisgned played after the meal was ser- p.m. Meat, bread, and drinks Miss Pamela Kaye Garland,.
Mid* Mrs. Cecilia Dunn,sister of July 16, at seven o'clock in the and made by the bride's mother. ved. The door prize was won by will be furnished. Ladies are August 21st bride-elect of Leo F.
found a asked to bring salads and Rogers, was the honoree at a
evening. Bro. Warren T. Sykes
the groom-elect.
Her bridal bouquet was a Mildred Collie, who
fastened desserts.
cucumber
aped
make-sh
ring
double
the
the
of
sister
baby's
performed
swim party held at the Wilham's
Hays,
daisies,
Mrs. Janice
cascade of white
chair.
Boat Dock at Kenlake State Park
bride-elect, will be the matron of ceremony.
breath, and two long stemmed to the bottom of her
Tuesday, August 10
on Saturday, July 31, from two to
honor. The bridesmaids will be The bride is the daughter of Mr. white rosebuds. Her only jewelry Lemma Warren won a prize when
of
friends
and
The members
Miss Evie Erwin, Miss Gale and Mrs. Floyd Barrow of Hazel. was a single strand of pearls she found a mark on the bottom of the Murray-Calloway County five o'clock in the afternoon.
Broach,and Miss Sandra Futrell. The groom is the son of Mr. and presented to her as a gift from the her glass. Prizes for the several Senior Citizens Club will make a
Junior bridesmaids will be Miss Mrs. Ira B. Taylor, also of Hazel groom while he was serving with games were won by Edith bus trip to Nashville, Tenn. For The charming hostesses for the
Renae Crick, Miss Leslie Hern- A program of nuptial muso the Armed Forces in Vietnam. Garrison, Patsy West, and Molly reservations by August 4 call fun event were Mrs. L. W. Patdon, cousin of the bride-elect, was presented by Mrs. Gaylon H
The bride's sister, Mrs. Carol Jones.
Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Birdie terson and Mrs. Billy Dail
This month's hostesses were Parker, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, or Crouse, who presented the
'Miss Paula Lamb and Miss Morris, organist, and Mrs. Johr Sloan, her only attendant wore a
Grace
Outland,
Charlene Lamb, both of Ohio, A. White, soloist. Selections by full length sleeveless gown of Doris Rose, Sue
honoree with a large tray with
Mrs. Gussie Adams.
cousins of the groom-elect. Miss Mrs.White were "One Hand,One aqua brocade similar in design to James, and Linda Adams.
The meeting of the Baptist stand as a wedding gift.
Jennifer Tucker and Miss Cindy Heart" and "I Can't Help Falling the bridal gown and a matching
Young Women of the Sinking
In Love". Organ selections in. aqua headpiece. She carried a
Tucker will be flower girls.
Seeing Baptist Church has been
During the afternoon the group
The best man will be Larry eluded "Theme from Love single long stemmed red rose
postponed until August 17.
swimming, skiing,
enjoyed
You
be
Story","More",and "I Love
Garrett. Groomsmen will
with accenting aqua ribbons.
pictures, and connotChapter
taking
Star
No.
the
433
Murray
camouflage
To
Ronnie Boyd, Gary Mohler, and Truly". "0 Perfect Love" was The groom chose Pvt. E 2 Kim
quite-small-enough wais t, Order of the Eastern Star will versation.
Eugene Mohler. Barry Joseph, played softly during the A. Sloan, brothers-in-law of the
belts are better worn on
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
and
brie-elect,
the
candles
of
brother
ceremony.
bride, as best man..The
Refreshments of Cokes, sandthe hipd than the waist. But p.m.
David Joseph of Benton, counsin
The vows were exchanged were lighted by the ushers, if a chain belt is worn on
Tuesday, August IS
wiches,potato chips, and pretzels
of the bride-elect, will be candle before an arrangement of white Dwayne Barrow, brother of the the waist, instead of letting
Group II of the First Baptist were served to Mrs. Duane
with bride, and LaMont Taylor, the
lighter and with Jim Hays, gladioli interspersed
hang
belt
excess
WMS will meet at the Lowry, Miss Ada Sue Hutson,!
Church
brother-in-law of Miss Joseph, greenery and flanked on either brother of the groom.
straight down, try looping
of Mrs. S. L. Horn at ten Miss Sharon Payne, Miss Jude'
home
and Roy Gene Dunn, brother-in- side by a seven branch tapered
Mrs. Danny Outland and Mrs. the belt. This breaks up the
Miller, Miss Betsy Vahlkamp,
law of Rev. Cavitt, will be ushers. candelabra.
Johnny Young kept the guest horizontal stripe effect and
Miss Kathy Rayburn, Misa
smalllook
waist
bridethe
the
of
nephew
makes
Marty Hays,
Bride's Dress
register at the table overlaid with
Rhonda Garland, the honoree,
elect, and Rodney Tucker will be
The bride, escorted by het an aqua cloth covered with lace.
and the hostesses.
nngbearers.
father and given in marriage by Beside the bride's book was a
her
her
in
was
lovely
to
her parents,
Bible which was presented
Miss Debbie Crick and Miss formal gown of embossee
in a white Bible ceremony by the
Carla Lamb,cousin of the groom- brocade designed with an empire
Dog collars of braided
young ladies of the church. The
elect will be at the register.
bodice, a low scooped neckline Bible was opened to the Book of metal, of leather, of velvet
Following the ceremony the and short puffed sleeves. Het
ribbon and embroidery are
reception will be held at the home detachable train of illusion Ruth.
mother, Mrs. compatible to the teenbride's
The
of the bride's parents.
bordered with wide lace, was Barrow,wore a pastel blue double ager's life style. The adolesAll relatives and friends are attached to the shoulders of the
more
dress with white accessories. cent prefers to wear
invited to attend the wedding and dress and draped around to covet knit
one at a time.
Taylor,the groom's mother, than
Mrs.
the reception.
her arms, Her should lengtt wore an olive green double knit

Swim Party Held
For Miss Garland
At Wilham's Dock

The loop look

Dog collars

Hate ea write letters? Send ti to Abby, Box BM, Los
Angeles. naL WM, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters les Al Osessims."

Karen J. Thompson
Honored At Shower
At Miller Home
Miss Karen Jeanne Thompson,
bride-elect of David Cary Hendrick, was honored with a
riousehold shower held at the
some of Mrs. Joe Rob Miller, 166S
Calloway Avenue, on Thursday,
July 72, at seven-thirty o'clock in
be evening.
The gracious hostesses for the
)ccasion were Miss Paula Jones.
Sti.ss Patti Miller, Mrs. Cantrell
Jones. and Mrs_ Joe Rob Miller.
The honoree chose to wear for
:he prenuptial event a lovely blue
tress trimmed in pink and was
presented a corsage of pink
eases
Mrs. Charles Thompson,
mother of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. J. D. Hendrick, mother of
the groom-elect, were presented
with corsages of roses.
Games were played and the
recipients of the prizes
presented their gifts to the brideelect who latter opened her many
lovely gifts.
Refreshments were served
from the table overlaid with a
white linen cloth and centered
with a crystal punch bowl of
green punch flanked by green
in crystal holders
candles
Crystal and silver appointmeno
were used in serving the mints.
nuts, punch. and cake
Approximately twenty-five
persons were present or sent
eiIts

Which texture
Don't be confused by different words used to do.
scribe peanut butter on the
jar label. Creamy. smooth,
creamy blend or similar
statements all mean that
the peanut butter is as
smooth as can be made If
the jar as labeled crunchy,
munch. or chtnik style, Of
terms, fine
like
other
pieces of peanut have been
lt in the peanut butter to
add texture

get your clothes cleaned now...and save!
Monday • Tuesday.Wednesday SPECIALS!
'j foo don't hare lo pay $7.91
• gel for +Ito beef
prods I COAT
PAINT

Norman Noreu, the sow
York designer. has done
the fanciest patriotic-type
costume yet seen in fall
and winter collections. The
designer produced a cardigan "sweater" ribbed vertically all over with rhinestones and then outlined
giant red, white and blue
stars appliqued to the fabric He showed it with a
simply cut black Jersey
dress

Necklets
prefer rigid
Teenagers
necklets instead of the regular necklaces These come
in silver or golden tones, in
gold filled or sterling. danmonocharms.
gling
grammed discs. butterfiles,
healing hearts. abstract mob:les symbols and emblems
r‘f causes dear to their
he ii

One HOUR

DRY cLeaner3s
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
Open ()ally from 7 am-6 pm
Own,d and Operated AN Begley

SHIRT
SPECIAL!
Laundered to perfection]
5 FOR

Drug Co.

• Phone 753-9084

Folded or on Hcmeers

exterior self-cleaning white
1-COAT GUARANTEED TO COVER
ANY COLOR WHEN APPLIED
AT THE RATE OF 450sq. ft.
per GALLON
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
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The newest exploits
of an exciting tailor

Federal State Market News
Service
Wednesday August 4 Mayfield,
Kentucky
Famrers Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.

COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Slaughter cows .50 higher,
slaughter bulls steady, slaughter
calves and vealers 3.00-4.00
higher, feeders 3.00-4.00 higher
with instances of 5.00 higher on
steers under 400 lbs.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
19.50-22.50, high yielding individual up to 23.00, Cutter 18.0019,50, Canner 16.00-18.00,
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
to Good over 1000 Is 25.00-28.75.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
39.00-43.00, mixed Good and
Choice 35.00-39.00, mixed Good
and Choice 240-350 lbs. calves
32.00-35.00.
FEEDER STEERS: Selected
high choice 250-350 43.50-50.00,
High Choice 300-400 lbs. 40.504340, Choice 300-400 lbs. 38.5040.50, 400-500 lbs. 36.50-38.50, 500600 lbs. 34.00-36.50, mixed Good
and Choice 400400 lbs. 34.00-36.50,
506.600 lbs. 31.50-34.00.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
300-400 lbs. 3275-35.00,400-500 lbs.
10.75-32.75, 500-600 lbs. 29.00-31.50,
nixed Good and Choice 300-400
he. 30.75-32.75, 400-500 lbs. 28.0001.75, 500-600 lbs. 27.00-29.00.

UPWARD BOUND CHIEF AT MURRAY: While Dr. Frances
Halstrom, second from the right, chief of the Upward Bound
program in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washington, D.C., looks on, Thurman Foster, left, Murray, and
John Martin, Carlisle County, work on a reading exercise in the
eight-week Upward Bound project at Murray State University. At
the right Is Miss Deanna Marks, the instructor. A total of 108 West
Kentucky students, ranging in age from 15 ti 18, are enrolled in
the program, which is in its sixth year. This was the first visit to
the Murray campus for Dr. Halstrom, an Upward Bound project
director herself at Utah State University, Logan, before being
named to head the program nationally in February of 1970.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

BAR BELLES-Joy is a winning performance, you can
see, as Roxanne Pierce
(left) of Kensington, Md.,
and Kimberly Chace of
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.,
hug each other after the
U.S. gymnastic team swept
a 1-2-3 victory at the Pan
American Games in Cali,
Colombia. Roxanne took
the gold medal, Kimberly
the bronze, and Linda Jo

up, the prosecution offered no
evidence against him.
Said Judge Henry Elam:
"The police must have got sick
Metheny the silver.
of the sight of him." He
awarded Bottali 10 pounds ($24) NOT FOR AMATEURS
out of public funds "as a LUTON, England (UPI)-The
gesture."
nuns' habits in a play called
"The Devils" was too much for
04WD.0
)4M111.0an.0
01W AMMO.41. 4=10. .1.1.0
0
I .411W 411•11..0 41111.0
the girls in the production by
the town's amateur September
Players group. They quit.
The nuns in the play are
Notice is hereby given that the partnership between C. E. Cain, Jr. and
obsessed with violence and sex,
Taylor
firm
Cain
name of
and
-Verble Taylor, doing business under the
and the script called for the
Gulf Service Station, at 600 West Main Street, Murray, Calloway County,
girls to perform simulated sex
acts half naked.
Kentucky, has on the 16th day of June, 1971, been dissolved by mutual
"'This sort of thing may be all
agreement, and C. E. Cain, Jr. succeeds the firm of Cain and Taylor Gulf
right for the professionals but
Service Station in said business, and all of the accounts due said firm
not for amateurs," said Elaine
have been this day transferred to said C. E. Cain, Jr., who desires to
Garner, 21, one of the girls wtx
walked out
announce to his friends that he will continue to do business at the same
GOOD RIDDANCE
LONDON (UPI)--Gianco Bottali, 19, who reported to a
police station every day for 370
days while out on bail, was
cleared of a housebreaking
charge Thursday.
When his case finally came

NOTICE

C

location.
C. E. Cain, Jr.

-o

oC)-ems04Mil.

Anio.041.0. 4•11E.0OM.U

O4111111. AMP.0.411=1).0

04=1.0.411

•
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Dean Tire Sale

teti.

CHECK and COMPARE
1/ QUALITY and

* SALE WILL CONTINUE THROUGH AUGUST 14 *

PRICES

We have just received two tractor trailer loads of tires 8 must sell!!!

NOTE TO CONSUMER:
Compare Federal Tax . . . Federal Excise Tax is based on
weight and amount of rubber
used in the tire.

'Ion

PER

WE!

a Se pay $7.99
but
i COAT
INT

$799

98
GALLON

white
0 COVER
4PPL IED

sq. f?.

1NEY

BACK

CO.

ne 753-3361

WALTER LOGAN
LONDON (UPI)
Hardy
Arnies led the way across Stvile
Row from the .18th century
townhouse that he uses as a
showroom,talking nonstop and
waving aside a fleet of onrushing taxis as if they were bothersome gnats.
"Marvelous tailor, Tommy
'uner," he said from midstreet. There was a discreet
toot from an onrushing RollsRoyce (all cars in London onrusk as if they were at Le
Mans) and A/flies raised his
:arm in the imperious gesture
used by traffic cops and it
slowed to a less lethal crawl.
-Absolutely marvelous," he
_•••aid, peering into the tinfoilSine as it crept past to see if it
might contain some member of
the royal family or others of
his expensive clientele.
"Tommy Nutter is the most
exciting tailor on Savile Rw
in decades."
By

Cattle this week 457
Calves this week 75

1
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Men's wear

of Cokes, sand:hips, and pretzels
to Mrs. Duane
Ada Sue Hutson.
'ayne, Miss Judi'
Betsy Vahlltamp,
Rayburn, Mist
rid, the honoree,

AVE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Dean Power Premium

4 Full Ply Nylon
This tire is rated Premium by Barnett Garfield PNblkation
PRICES (with old tire)
7,00x13
%Nike Walls
$16.64 + $1.95
White Walls
7.35x14 & 15
$16.93 + $2.01
White Walls
7.75x14& 15
$18.95 + $2.14
$19.95 $2.32
8.25x14 & 15
White Walls
$21.15 + $2.50
White Walls
8.55x14 & 15
8.85-9.00x15
White Walls
$23.86 + $2 89

As a matter of fact, Nutter
is the only bespoke tailor to
open on Savile Row in decades.

Many of the old established
tailors have actually
fled its expensive confines to
nearby sidestreets where they
non the less still hold forth as
"Savile Row Tailors."
custom

Amies, of course, is famous

Nutter is his Men best
model. He is six feet two,slim,
with fashionably long hair that
is almost what they used to
call a page boy bob. And on a
recent New York visit he was
resplendent in one of his own
black velvet suits that got admiring glances at a cocktail
party from such designers as

Blass and John Weitz.
Although his designs are
basically classic, he has come
out with suits with short legs
for hot weather (they never
caught on), great swirling cape
with matching suit and, currently, a chocolate brown wool
barathea cloth used for pants
and body of a jacket but with
the breast and patch pockets in
a houndstooth pattern which
it also used in the edging. It is
pretty wild.
His mostfeCent exploit was
the addition of a second Savile
Row shop, Nutter's Shirts, an
accektiory shop a couple of
doors away from his tailoring
shop. Christopher Tarling, the
manager, is another youngster.
Armes, after picking out a
couple of things from the tailor
shop led us in there.
take these two," he
said, fingering; a couple of ties.
"They are a little thicker than
the ones I make."

couturier who designs for
the Queen. He also desirs
nien's clothing for the British
chain of Hepworth's and a
Hard) Amies USA line and is
ao rich he can afford all sorts
of expensive custom tailors and
is always having Nutter whip
him up something new and
as a

exciting.
"New

and exciting" are the
words most often used to describe Nutter's contribution to
the Savile Row scene. He was
onl 26 when he opened the
shop at :35A in February, 1969.
H6 head cutter, Edward
Sexton, was only 28 and all
the staff were stamped with
the mark of youth.
Ite.pite his youth, Nutter
ha, a solid tailoring background, working with Donaldson.'4illiams te G. Ward in the
Burlington Arcade
nearby
i% here he had turned at age 19
pfter rebelling at the prospects,
of life as a civil servant, lie had
backing from such luminaries
as Cilia Black, the British pop
singer anti was a hit from the
start.
As a re,ult, some of his first
customer, of note included the
Beatles and he made those
look-alike white outfits John
Letmoti and Yoko Ono wore

KIEL HAULED - Dr. Peter
Doebler, 31, is shown in
Kiel, West Germany, after
escaping from East Germany by swimming 28
miles (diver's suit and
fins) in 24 hours in the
Baltic Sea until he was
picked up by a yacht. He
when the were married at is from Rostock, Baltic port.
Gibraltar with Nutter as an
attendant, along with Peter
Brown, then the Beatles' personal assistant.

On way up
Things have propered since
those days anal t•lients now
include such notables as the
Duke of Bedford.
Visiting American fashion

style that makes them distinctive. He will, of course, make
anything anybody wants, in
eluding the burgundy velve
suit Lord Harlech wore to
benefit for the New York Cit
Cultural Council (Lady Harlee
wore a burgundy velvet midi).

James D. Vogan in Senate
testimony in Washington
as a rancher who paid a
flying service $15,000 for
killing 570 eagles plus coyotes-to protect livestock.

outbreak of sleeping sickness in

horses.
Dr. ,Francis J. Mulbern,
associate administrator of the
SLEEPING SICKNESS
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Fe. Agricultural Research Service,
deral officials expect to com- said Thursday more than 1
plete next week the project of million horses had been vaccinspraying 7 million acres in ated in Texas, Louisiana,
Texas and Louisiana to crtrol Arkansas, Oklahoma and New
mosquitoes responsible for an Mexico.

(Excise Tax 4'to 6 Cents Higher on 15" Tires)
Equal Saving on 4 ply plops* & fiber& belted tires

Math & 6th Streets
Phone 753-5862

MOXiCID• Possession. 2 to 9 Italy.Possession or attempted
Trafficking. 310 10

years plus fine.
years plus fine. Illegal import or
export of drugs,6 to 15 years plus
fine. Persons arrested on drug
charges can expect a minimum of6
to 12 months pre-trial confinement.
U.S. Embassy:
Car. Danubto and
Paseodelareforna
305 Colonia Cuaukternorz
Mesta)City. MeXICO
Tel. 511-7991

Spain.Penalty depends on
quantity of drugs involved.
Less than SIX)grams. fine and
release on bail until tnal. More than
500 grams. heavy fine plus minimum
of6 years in jail.
U.S. Embassy:
Madrid.Spain
TeL 276-3400
Possession.
GreeCe•
years in jail. Trafficking. 5 to

20 years plus fine.
U.S. Embassy:
91 Basilissis Sophiasillvd.
Athens,Greece
Tel. 712951

G

ermany.POSSession,3

years. Law may he changed this
summer demanding increased
Pen.thY.
U.S. Embassy:
Nehlener Avenue
53 Bonn-Bad GOdeberg
Bonn,Germany
Tel.02229-1955

J

apan.Sentences based on
amount of drugs. Recent case
involved 6Q0grams of hashish.
Subject was sentenced to 2 years
Deportation follows.
U.S. Embassy:
10-5 Akasaka 1-Chrome
Minato-KU.Tokyo
Tel. 583-7141

Lebanon.Possession and
use. I to 3 years in a mental
hospital Trafficking. 3 to 15 years.
U.S. Embassy:
Corniche at Rue Atv
Mreissetk Beirut. Lebanon
Tel. 240-800

minimum of 18 months.
Embassy:
43 Duke Street
• Kingston. Jamaica
Tel.,2634 I

. U.S

FranCe•Possesuon. vanes
but less than for trafficking
Minimum of 3 to 4 months pre-tnal
'confinement Trafficking. 1 to 5 years
U
19.SRue
Eba
dc'..
F4;
.anquev ille
Pans. France
Tel Anjou 6440

MISSISSIPPI RUNOFF for the Democratic- nomination for
governor on Aug. 24 pits Bill Waller (left) against Lt
Gov. Churles L,?'€ullivan (right). The winner will oppose Charles Evers (middle), an independent, in November. Waller, 44, is a Jackson attorney. Sullivan, 4ti
is from Clarksdale in the delta.

sale. 3 years. Trafficking. 3 to 8 years.
Persons arrested on drug charges are
not eligible for bail.
U.S. Embassy:
Via V. Veneto
119 Rome. Italy
Tel 4674

United Kingdom
Possession of heroin orr e
l:
1
1.41:ln
)
7 yilears
in prison or a fine ofS1.003.or both.
Possession ot Codeine or
Cannabis, 5 years imprisonment
U.S. Embassy:
24/31 Grosvenor Square
W.1, London, England
Tel. 499-9000

Bahamas.Possession. 3
months to I year
U S. Embassy
Adderly Building
Nassau, Bahamas
Tel 21181

mini-

m= 2

Jamaica.Possession,

Above Prices Includes...
* State Sales Tax * Installation . * Balancing

Cain Gulf Service

If you're touring a foreign
country this summer,get set for
some hard news.
No matter which way you go,
you'll run smack into drug laws
that are a whole lot tougher
than ours.
You may have heard differently.
You may have heard possession and
sale of drugs overseas or south ofour
own border is okay. Or at least tolerated. That's a lie. Drugs are illegal.
The same as here. And that's the
truth.
Only one thing is different. The
penalties are stiffer. In Lebanon,for
instance, possession gets you 3 to 5
years in a mental hospital. That's the
law. And there's no way around
their law.
Drug arrests of Americans overSeas havejumped 70% since last year.
And nobody can help. Not friends.
Or family. Or the smartest lawyer in
town. Not the United States
government.
That's why there are over 700
American citizens doing time on drug
charges in foreign jails.
Those are the facts. And so are
these: the drug laws and penalties of
15 foreign countries.
Which one will you be visiting?

Serrano 75

people usually pop into Nutters
and buy something to freshen
up their wardrobe. Danny
Zarem, head of the men's department at Bonwit Teller in
New York, bought one of the
men's jackets Nutter originated
for the Duke of Bedford, and
Bill Blass and Johnny Carson
picked up a couple of things.
MAN OF PREY? - WyoThe Nutter line is basically ming sheep rancher Herclassic-suits with wider lapels man Werner (above) was
and shape, overcoats, great- named by helicopter pilot
coats, evening wear, all wilts
some delicate nuance of fit and

Drug
abroad:

Canada.Possession of
narcotics(including manjuana)up
to 7 years in prison at the discretion
of the judge.
Up to life imprisonment, but not
less than 7 years for importation of
nanxxics(including marijuana)into
the country.
U S Embassy:
100 willington Street
Ottawa. Canada
Tel 236-2341

Denmark.For violation
of the Law of Euphoria. fine,
imprisonment or both, up to 2 years.
at the discretion of the court.
The Ministry of JULSI/Ce has
announced that foreigners would be
expelled or deported from the
kountrs if found m pissession of even
small amounts of hashish.
U.S. Embassy:
Dag Hammarsarlds Alle 24
Copenhagen. Denmark
Tel TRTA 4504

TurkePossession.3 to
IS years. Trafficking. 10 years to
life.
U.S. Embassy:
110 Ataturk Blvd.
Ankara. Turkey
Tel. 125-050

Sweden.
sale. up to 19 months and permanent
expulsion from the country.
U.S. Embassy:
Strandeaten 101
Stockholm.Sweden
Tel 63/05/20
six's%
•
°
OdION1.101.1 C0/.11,,bW1111,

publoc glow/

-"Theirrug laws are
a wholelottougher
than ours.

.
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St Louis Determined To Make
Pennant Race In National East
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KENTUCKY

B-25s Pound Communists
Near DMZ Friday Night

PA GE S

Hill Leads Cowboys To 45-21
Rout Of LA Rams Last Ni ht

By KIM WILLENSON
Communist platoon ran into a
SAIGON (UPI)—South Viet- South Vietnamese ambush in
quarterback for the Lions, who lost his job to Landry last
it
belted
By FRED McMANE
By JOE CARNICFlatal
ten us seven times and wetve pitch to Mositanez, who
namese infantrymen sweeping the jangled hills Friday. Eleven
are expected to battle Minneso- season, will back him up. Attie
UPI Sports Writer
UPI
Sports
only beaten them twice: We over the 420-foot sign in flooded rice paddies in
Writer
Communists were killed. No
the
The St. Louis Cardinals seem have to reverse that —then we centerfield for his 23rd homer. eastern Cambodia killed
Calvin Hill has come back. ta again this year for
Taylor, Mel Farr and Steve
Vi:
rtnamese
ted
casualties
South
ptured
79
$
S
deurethrep
'
and
.
"'“
ca
tro
0
;;J
National Conference's Central Owens will handle the running.
homers
four
determined to make a pennant have a great chance. We have The Reds belted
Now it's Joe Narnath's turn.
who
Munson,
Bill
title.
race out of the National League to keep winning. We can't and got four-hit pitching from 24 others in a series of
Hill, the rookie of the year Division
tonight,
In other action
battles
East.
-Don Gullett in defeating the as part of an operation to clear
two seasons ago, was plagued
afford to lose a series."
Chicago takes on Green Bay at
a
hit
Foster
George
The Cardinals, who three
by injuries last season and lost
The Pirates, meanwhile, blew Expos.
approaches to Highway
Milwaukee, Washington is at
weeks ago trailed Pittsburgh by a 2-1 lead in the eighth when three-run homer and Lee May, leading to Saigon, military1
his starting job to Duane
San Diego, Miami plays host to
11 games, climbed to within rookie Willie Montanez hit a Johnny Bench and Tony Perez spokesmen said today.
Thomas. With Thomas having
Page 1)
Cincinnati and Kansas City is
seven games of the division two-run homer to give the all hit solo- blasts to hand Steve The U.S. Command said
had a run-in with the Dallas
at
Baltimore. Cleveland is at
a
l
e4litiaaed
Mrs.
Mod
iregn
llePOu
ag
:;rade
,
22
leaders Friday night with a Philadelphia Phillies a 3-2 Renko his 12th loss in
unit of the 196th Brigade of the 4th Grade, Mrs. Linda Stockton - organization and refusing to
San Francisco and Minnesota
dramatic come-from-behind 12-8 Victory. The loss was the sixth decisions.
report,
Hill
has
moved back to
Army's America]. Division mg- 4th Grade, Mrs. Ruth Pasco.
plays host to New England on
victory over the San Francisco in the last eight games for the Tom Seaver pitched a four- fered "light casualties
and no Librarian, Mrs. Margaret Porter his starting position at running
Sunday while in Monday night
to
11
struck
out
hitter and
Giants,
Pirates.
back.
By RUM YOUNGBLOOD action, the New York Giants
fatalities" Friday night when . vocal Music.
St. Louis was trailing the In other NL games, Cincinna- regain the NL strikeout lead as Communists fired 10
He showed he was regaining
rounds
of
Robertson
Elementary
HONOLULU (UPI) — The are at Houston and PhiladelSchool
Giants 6-1 entering the fifth ti routed Montreal 9-1, New the Mets whipped the Braves. 82nun mortar shells into
their Dennis Taylor - Principal, Mrs. his old form Friday night as he only royal pilace in the United phia journeys to Oakland to
strikeouts,
has
188
Seaver,
who
inning but exploded for nine York walloped Atlanta 9-1 and
position 16 miles southwest of Mary Lou Lassiter - 1st Grade, ran for two touchdowns to lead States once the home of meet the Raiders.
runs and went on to score their San Diego edged Houston 4-3. got home run support from Kai An and 342 miles
north- Mrs. Lenora Legon - 1st Grade, the Cowboys to a 45-21 rout of Hawaii's sovereigns, is being Hill scored on runs of nine
13th triumph in their last 17 Los Angeles and Chicago were Cleon Jones and Ken Singleton northeast of Saigon.
rtiso -2ndGraraddee:
ini.
l :ob
Keee
1st Grade, the Los Angeles Rams in a brought back to its original and one yards as the Cowboys
Eur
Mrs.
.M
sirs
in raising his record to 12-8.
games. The Cardinals' fifth not scheduled.
National Football League pre- days of beauty and grandeur.
US. B52 bombers meanwhile
ran roughshod over the rebuildClarence Gaston led off the carried out two
inning rally began with eight The Yankees beat Baltimore
The sounds of long-gone ing Rams. Craig Morton and
raids Friday Mrs. Lee Pinkston - 2nd Grade, season game.
consecutive singles and was 12-3, Detroit blanked Boston 2-01
/
4 eighth inning with a triple and night against Communist
Buffalo
Bills
allied
tc
The
voices and music will once Roger Staubach, battling for
bun- jars., Jane Taylor - 2nd Grade,
capped by errors on successive Washington defeated Cleveland scored on a one-out single by ker complexes and
again echo through the four the No. 1 quarterback slot for
allied
to
suspected
Helen
Mrs.
Bennett
3rd
Grade.
plays by rightfielder Dave 7-3, Milwaukee edged Kansas 011ie Brown to give the Padres troop concentrations
near the Mrs. Pauline McCoy - 3rd beat the New Orleans Saints 14- floors and six towers of lolani Dallas, each threw a TD pass
Kingman and first baseman City 2-1, Chicago whipped their victory over the Astros. Ed
10 in the only other Friday Palace, and Hawaiian history and defense back Mark WashDemilitarized
Zone,
sPokesinen
Grade,Mrs.Louise Overbey - 3rd
Willie McCovey.
Oakland 7-0 and California shut Spiezio hit a two-run homer for said.
will come to life.
night game.
Grade, Mrs. Anette Alexander ington and two interceptions,
"This one is a big lift for us. a out Minnesota 2-0 in American the Padres while Doug Rader
Making the 92-year-old
Namath, the New York Jets
The
Cambodian
fighting
Grade,
Mrs.
returning one 102 yards for a
&SO
Jean
4th
Hurt
4th
It's good to come back in a Ileague play.
homered for the Astros.
of
ace
is
the
goal
"live
again"
passing
star
who
missed the
was costly to South Vietnamese Grade, Mrs. Susan Hargrove score.
director
game after being down the way Jose Cruz, Dal Maxvill,
project
restoration
troops who lost 14 dead and 31 special Education, Mrs. Bettye last nine games of last season
George Moore and his team of Karl Sweeten, battling rookie
we were," said Cardinals' pinch-hitter Ted Sizemore, Lou
wounded in three actions On Hunter - Physical Education, with a broken bone in his wrist
John Walton for the No. 2 job
Schoendienst.
co-workers.
Manager Red
Brock, Julian Javier, Matty
makes
his
first
appearance
both sides of Highway 1 Friday, Mrs. Corinne McNutt - Speech
behind Roman Gabriel at Los
"The
idea
is
not
to
t.7
to
"To win our division we're Alou, Joe Torre and Ted
since last October when his
spokesmen said.
passes
gild a box," Moore said, 'but Angeles, had four
going to have to beat Pit- Simmons singled in succession
club takes on the Detroit Lions
South Vietnamese officers
,l'ecti
o lutis
t:On to these assignto put a heart into it, bring it Intercepted but did complete a
tsburgh head-on. They've bea- to open the Cardinals' fifth
tonight
at
Tampa,
Fla.
said 59 Conununist soldiers ments, Miss Broach will work
49-yard TD pass to Jack Snow.
to life, and keep it alive."
By United Press International
Namstlk_ possibly_ ht_ the best --totaiu Palace was baill in Reserve quarterback Jim
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By United Press
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calendar for the 1971-72 school with
fourth attempt to win his 16th
injuries last year, will also with the white and gold that
were the room's original colors, Cincinnati quarterback Greg
New York 12 Baltimore 3
year are: August 23-24, Pre- try to prove
game. Ellis got the first batter
that they've
and doing all the intricate in- Cook, out last year with an
Detroit 2 Boston 0
service conference for teachers; bounced back."
in the eighth but walked Deron
side work necessary to recap- injured shoulder, reported his
Washington 7 Cleveland 3
August 25, Registration of all Greg Landry
Johnson before grooving a 3-2
will start at ture the days
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was the home of royalty.
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"Furnishings that used to exercises Friday. Cook, who
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F.D.E.A.- student holiday;
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November 25-26, Thanksgiving
From The
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(Continued from Page 1)
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holidays; December 20-January
lead the International League 3, Christmas vacation; March Z7- down at rugged lunar terrain Francisco, Boston, New York- Carter and Ken Anderson, an
By AL AMES
Detroit (Niekro 3-5) at Boston
all over the world,"Moore said. impressive rookie from Augusclub and be managed it to two April 3, Spring break; April 14, never before seen.
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News
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, can be Francisco reportedly is at(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
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OAKLAND, Calif. — Dick
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closing of school.
By United Press International Williams always had to top earned him promotion to the
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New York (Kekich 6-5)
Williams' philosophy in han- SHE'S VEHICULAR
of entertainment, formal reAstronaut David R. Scott, then as a manager in 25 years dling
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and
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during
answering newsmen's questions of professional baseball.
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about the success of the Apollo
Now his star is rising again. and this doesn't endear him to rights as a pedestrian when she three
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put
moon
Cleveland 1Paul 1-2) at
House of Representatives and son has not yet come to terms
15 mission:
He has guided the Oakland Ath- the more sensitive athletes. He glided over a crosswalk on together.
and has yet to report to camp.
Washington (Broberg 2 - 3),
"I think man must extend letics to the largest lead of the claims the main job of a man- roller skates, a magistrates Scott and Irwin set their has been restored and is open Dickie Post, the former
night.
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As far as the law was the Plains of Hadley Base at
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think
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Provincial Museums Advisor, and running back Cyril Pinder
twi-night.
0. Finley is open to conjecture. have some disagreement
we do it."
right to the pedestrian "As I stand out here in the doesn't just want to bring back suffered a broken bone over his
Before Williams, the Athletics among so many men, and you more
crossing than the truck that wonders of the unknown of the old palace's looks. He left eye to join the ranks of
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MINOT ISLAND, Maine — had made 22 managerial can only play nine at a time." knocked her down, the court Hadley, I sort of realize there wants it to "live again."
Philadelphia's wounded. Pinder
Minnesota at California
President Nixon, on his forth- changes since they moved from
"By means of audio facil- will be out about two months.
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Milwaukee at Kansas City
Philadelphia
to
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City
in
coming trip to Peking:
was asked about the team capnature: man must explore ities,people will overhear taped
Cleveland at Washington
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Then after the pennant year Office expanation came along
down but a shoulder inNational League
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chance to know each other, to jury put an end to that.
Dick when the Red Sox slipped to with the chewed-up letter three surface excursions lasting and crystal and with the menu (12.6 cents) per mile because
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Looking back at the mission,
New York
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/
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Sell it With A Classified Ad

FOR SALE
PAPEC SILAGE chopper, 2
silage wagons. All new, ki less
cost. Dr. J. C. Melvin, Route 1,
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 323-8362.
Between Tr -City &Sedalia. A7P
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WANT TO BUY

IT'S terrific the way we're selling
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and
upholstery. Rent New shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of -The
Wishing Well".
A7C

Football players' hearts
checked during a game

Call
753-1916

police, the military, race car
drivers, and people who ridi •
motorcycles,' he said.

SMALL FARM; good location; ONE BEDROOM unfurnished WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
business or future investment. apartment on 1631 Farmer Ave., pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
One mile East Murray, ap- available August 15. Private good condition. Phone 753-6030
Bible societies' birthday
proximately 10 acres pasture. driveway and carport. Front lit after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. back shady, front yard. Couples
Although further research
DAVIS, C.alif. (UPI) United Bible Societies, a felCozy older 7 room house, modern. only. $75. Call 492-8174.
A9C WANT TO BUY; 50 acres of land While going through a 6-4 sea- and evaluation are needed, lowship of 50 Bible societies, is
within 5 miles of Murray. Also son and a third place finish in Kovacic says certain "modifica- observing its 25th anniversary
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish 350 CC YAMAHA, 1970. Phone For appointment call 436753-9515 after 8:00 p.m.
TFC FURNISHED
Setter Puppies. Phone 753A7P 2173.
APARTMENTS want to buy used air conditioners, the Far Western Conference tions" in the players' heart rate this year. In connection with
1862.
for the period of August 6th large fans and one large bed last year, members of the Uni- during violent contact have the event, the worldwide orAl4C
BEAUTIFUL AKC registered MODERATELY PRICED 3.- through 24th. Rent by the week if complete with mattress. See versity of California-Davis foot- been noted.
ganization reports it distribut"Clinical significance of ed 173,478,568 copies of the
black Toy Poodle puppies, 8 bedroom house on large lot. desired. Zimmerman Apart- Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer ball team voluntarily made a
Located
730
Vine
Street.
For
modifications
must
still
these
weeks old. Male or female.
Scriptures in 1970, an increase
ments, So. 16th St. Phone 753- Court.
AlOC contribution to science.
Moving
The entire squad took part be determined," Kovacic said. of 28,177,702 over the 1969
Dewormed. Phone 753-6379 further information or ap- 6609.
Al2C
753-7193 Monday
He said UCD is t'ne only school total.
Forced Sale!!!
anytime.
A7C pointment phone
BA.141BUY-; logs Ind in a study of the so-called
through Friday between 9:00
in the country where these
The United Bible Societies,
Friday thru Monday
HOUSE
TRAILER,
two Stinting tiber. Mao have for "sudden death syndrome,"
type of experiements are being was founded in May, 1946„
Al2C
12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME a.m. and 5:00p.m.
bedroom, air conditioner and sale ;lumber and sawdust. conducted by Charles R.
conducted on football players throutch the efforts of 13 Bible.
+ 14 cubic feet Coldspot Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
;
automatic washer. Furnished 'Murray law Mill and Lumber Kovacic of the UGDavis phy- in actual game situations.
sical education department.
societies, including the AmerRefrigerator, Avocado Green, bedrooms, two baths, also air- LOCATED HIGH on Lake View apartment, all electric. Call 436- Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
Kovacic, in cooperation ican Bible Society. Its goal was Kovacic wired offensive and
frostfree with iceinaker--$100.
conditioned. Excellent condition Drive in Keniaria Subdivision, 2427.
defensive players on the Aggie with UCD's department of translation of the Scriptures
AM'
+ 3x6 ft. Solid Oak Dining
Very reasonable price. Phone beautiful lake view. This lot can
AUTOS FOR SALE
mechanical engineering, also is into all the languages and diateam during practice sessions
be yours for as little as $18.00 1968
Table with 4 chairs-$40.
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
MODEL TRAILER, 2
and actual games in an effort studying the effectiveness of lect' of the world, publishing
down
and
$18.00
per
month.
Call
1962
GALAXIE
FORD,
slightly
' 6 drawer Maple Desk-830.
bedrooms, air conditioned,
to learn if the bruising contact various football helmets in ab- them, and distributing them to
GOOD USED beauty shop at the Keniana office or phone 10'x42', very nice, near wrecked. See at 103 South 12th
Heavy Wooden swivel desk
sorbing impact as measured by people everywhere at less cost
AlOC University. Phone 753-3895 or 753- Street.
A7P sport leads to early incidences
ir-$20
equipment. Phone Paris, Tenn. 436-5320.
a telemetric system.
of heart attacks in athletes.
than would be possible if the
:I- Maple Bookcase bed and
642-5742 or 642-1900.
A9C
3482.
A9C
"Finding the ideal shock- Bible societies continued to
Using a telemetry system
LOW
MILEAGE
Ford bob-truck.
sser-840
absorbing
helmet
would
aid
FOR SALE by OWNER
similar to the one used to
work individually.
Black vinyl "easy chair''
TRAILER SPACE: Select trailer Full screwed,tandem axles. 18 ft. monitor astronauts, Kovacic not only football players, but
GARAGE SALE, Saturday.
Four bedroom tri-level near space
fiat
bed
with
10
good
tires.
Priced
th ottoman-$40
available, Water, Sewer
obtained an electrocardiagram
Sunday & Monday at 1603 Miller new high school. Large den with
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
and Garbage pickup furnished. for a quick sale. Call days 753- reading for each subject. The
,. Custom-built stereo with
Ave.,from 8:00 a.m.till 4:00
fire
place, two full baths. fuliv
5167 or nights 489-2189.
A9C EKG's were compared with the
gnavox components-8100 p.m.
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ITC equipped kitchen, separate Mobile Home Village. For in3 Poem
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ny other items, too
player's EKG taken during the
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00 BOO =MOO
room,
carpeted 3482.
(
.n merous
to
mention.
A9C 1969 OPEL KADETT wagon, routine physical examination 1 Short iricket
nymphs
MOO MOO M3B
good condition, low mileage. given before
elephone 753-6346 or look for NEW HEAVY duty cutters with throughout. Central beat and
5 Savory
the start of prac- 5 Pierce
ROOM ORM MOOR
9 Shovel
6 Woody
garage Sale sign in Meadow heavy duty gear box, stump air, spacious closets and NATIONAL HOTEL; large office Local car. Phone 753-1841. • .A9C tice.
DOM ORO MOO
plant
10 Sign of
RO 0000O00 OM
green Acres, just off New jumper and solid tail wheel. Will garage. Price reduced.
space on Main Street. Inquire at
zodiac
7 River
DORI MILS
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot
island
Hotel desk.
ncord Highway.
A9C
12 Insect
000M MOO MOB
8 Chastises
PHONE 753-6690
13 Sea bird
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and
MOM 000 MOO
9 Extra
15 Moccasins
five foot pull type models. One
NICE TRAILER; carpet, color
OOOMMO ORO OM
11 Surgical
16 Greet Lake
two row new and used three
000 MOO BOOM
thread
T.V., air-conditioned. Deposit
18 Devoured
SLABS & SAWDUST. W: M: point cultivators. Vinson Tractor LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, required,
MOO 01100 MOM
12 Pour
19 Bitter vetch
no pets. Phone 753-7358
1
forth
corner
basement,
large
lot,
full
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, Company,753-4892.
ITC
20 Told
after 4:00p.m.
TFC
Part
of
14
falsehood
Owner transferring. 1700
'Penn.
TFC
Untidy
Smashes
33
25
camera
21 Solar disk
•
34 Endures
26 Missives
NE USED spinet piano, Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phoir SPACES TO park your trailers at
17 Things,
22 Pronoun
27 Snare
in
law
36 Tableland
cu.
tt.
753-4178.
-NEW
23
FREEZERS
recently overhauled, adjusted
23 Frees of
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
28 Swift
20 Covers
37 Tense
24 Unlocks
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft. and tuned. Excellent condition.
29 Falsehood
21 Simians
TWO BEDROOM small house in quiet, paved street. Telephones,
25 Propositions
39 Temporary
uto-ight $244.66 delivered $395.00. Phone 753-5927.
AlOC
30 Men
23 Mature
26 Dregs
bed
Pottertown area, running water, Gas, Electricity, and Cable
24 Bacteriologist's 31 Inspires
l'tgomery Ward,510 Main 753vision.
27 Snares
Available
at
$22.50
per
41 Fish eggs
with tea
Wire
shower.
Located
on
one
acre.
1066.
NEW AND USED tractor tires.
29 Not so
A7P month. Water furnished at garmuch
EMICM
LM
.•;•••
UM 311
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy Phone 436-5667.
bage ptcked up. Married couples
IARGEST VARIETY of pistols
30 Parent
service. Vinson Tractor Co.,
10
only
rall
753-4539.
A23C
(collou.)
In Kentucky. No increase in
DUPLEX; LARGE 3 bedroom
Phone 753-4892.
ITC
32 Evaluate
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
units, carpet, central heat and
33 Small
4Nrny Surplus Folks. 9 miles PENTA TREATED lumber. air, monthly income $310.00. MODERN GROCERY Store with
amount
equipment. Available September
from Hop,kinsville, Junction Ky.
753-6202
or
753-3648.
Phone
A7C
34 Ordinance
11111.1111g
111.1g111.
Resistant to rot and termites.
1. Near Panorama Shores. Phone
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Likely
35
Ideal for boat docks and any
A9C
111111111;i*:2°
36 Encounter
Aug30C weather exposed uses. Murray 30 ACRES level land, all under 436-2266.
37 Story
Lumber Co., Maple Street, fence. Extra large brick home, TRAILER: TO couple only. See
38 Parts
SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC
Phone
753all
shady
lawn.
40 Wipes
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
registered. Easy terms. Call 554out
3334.
AlONC Court after 4:00
p.m. No phone
42 Waste
TFC
4786,Paducah,Ky.
TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one
calls please.
A9C
metal
full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick
43 Defeats
XCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
house,
two
blocks
from college.
.utterly
boxer; new hydraulic lift for
THREE BEDROOM brick, 1669
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
44 Remain
wheel disc,never been used. Call Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. AlOP Ryan Ave. Available August 17.
45 Places
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
A16P
Phone 436-51370 after 4:00
2415 APR'71
A7C 489-2330.
$1.00, Big K.
DOWN
NP. 65
Al2C
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
EARLY AMERICAN sofa, den, living room, bath. Range
1 Heroic
ELECTRIC GUITAR and am- brown, maple coffee table and
events
and refrigerator included. All
Other. Both in perfect condition; end table, brown naughahyde, set
BODY SHOP or clean up shop.
2 Youngsters
Distr. by United esters Syndicate Inc.
7
carpet. Large lot with outnew
look like new. Must sell; asking of table lamps and set of vanity
Large, convenientf Air
comstorage. Call Gene Landolt
side
2200.00. Can be seen at 100 South lamps, swivel rocker, 9x12 gold
pressor. Phone 435-5975.
AlOP
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
TFNC briaded rug. Phone 435-4238 after
13th Street, Apt. No.2.
143W COME 44:1VRE AlidAY6 CAu1NG
DON'T 1-fa1 REALIZE KW
TFC
NO, MA'AM !
p.m.
A9C
5:30p.m.
NOTICE
ME "SIR" i4.44EN 1KEEPA,N6
ANNO4I'LNG THAT CAN BE?
WU NOT TO, HUH ?
. Phone
GRAND PIANO,
H & R USED FURNITURE is
- KELP WANTED
OFFERED
SERVICES
A9C
753-7905.
'open five days a week 10:00 till
WANTED: WOMAN for salad 6:00, on
Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
WILL DO sewing In my home. dept. Must be neat, efficient and
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa phone 4364424.
TFC able to furnish good references. Lots of nice used furniture and
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
mare, also one Appaloosa horse.,
Experienced preferred but will home
phone 753-4716.
A7C
Two saddles and bridles. Phone
FURNITURE REFINISHING train if willing to learn. Full time
436-2258.
7
work.
Afternoon
shift,
No phone
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate calls. Apply Colonial House
Nancy
If You Miss
750 HONDA,1,400 miles, $1200.00. Antique or natural finish. Jerry Smorgasbord.
ADC
1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C
I FOUND
Your Paper...
BE YOUR own boss! Earn an
tires, stereo tape. $3500.00.
OUT THEY
YOU
TOLD
ME
OUR
NEW
Leaving country and must sell. SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back income of your own, right in your
If ytu have not received
ONLY HAVE
NEIGHBOR HAS THREE
Phone 753-1687 after 9:00
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- own community. Be an Avon
your Ledger & Times by
TEEN-AGE
ONE
Sept.2C
AlOC
Representative.
Call collect after
p.m.
5933.
DAUGHTER
DAU GHTERS
6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs.
6 P.M.
we urge you to contact the
THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will PROFESSIONAL, EX- Janet Kunich, Manager Rt. 2,
city circulation manager,
A7C
be closed on Sundays beginning FERIENCED painter, will work Box 136A,Princeton,Ky.
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
August 15, 1971. New store hours; contract jobs, on hourly basis, WANTED,: LADY to live in with
Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00, has own equipment. Call 489elderly woman. Room and board Between
Sept.7C
Saturday 8:30-5:DO.
2287.
plus salary. Phone 753-5421 after
for delivery. Please place
The latest fall shoes are
5:00p.m.
A7C
your call before 6:30 p.m.
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
patent Boots. Now receiving
inside city, limits. Reasonable HELP DISTRIBUTE Nationally
Men's shoes, all famous name
AlOC advertised line of home care WE ARE ma* now to deliver or
rates. Phone 753-3798.
brands at Discount Prices.
The Colonials
products. Full or part time. Send take your order for six vein
All Ladies Summer Shows I WILL DO baby sitting in your resume to P.O. Box 592, Murray, stoker or four by seven lump
C-5;
71,Th
Reduced. All Famous Name home. Experienced. Phone 492- Kentucky.
A7P coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice Si
YOU AM mars 7
Al2C4
8699.
Brand Shoes at Discount
Coal Service,408 South 4th
A17C
Prices.
Street.
Sept.11C
WANTED.
WILL INSTALL septic tanks and 'HOMEWORKERS
TWO BLACK wrought iron wash Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine part-time,full-time work at home
3
4 size, Construction Co., Murray, mailing our circulars. For details SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only t
kettles, roll-away bed, /
easy way to lose weight and incomplete with springs and Kentucky, 753-8986.
A18C rush self-addressed, stamped ches fast. Make an appointment
- mattress. Phone 753-3323 after
envelope and 35c to US En- for Free
figure analysis. Phone
A7P
5:00p.m.
WILL DO carpentry and terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, 753-2962.
A25NC
remodeling work. Phone 753-8298 Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
A7P'
REFRIGERATED PIE case or for free estimate.
*ANTED: 18 Business Panthers
INSTANT MONEY; pay yourself
salad case. Maximum 5 shelf,
to employ and assist in training
hour.
3
hours
a
day
will
every
inside deminsions 20"x36". WOULD LIKE to do babysitting
students of Murray High who are
A7C In my home.Phone 753-5625. A9P give you $9.50, more hours, more enrolled in the Distributive
Phone 753-4953.
money. Call Mrs. Doran at 753Education program. Must be
8970 between 2:00 p.m. and 5:001
ONE BEAUTIFUL pocket size BABYSFITING IN my home.
reliable and Willing to assist in
Abner
Tuesday
and
p.m.
Monday,
Peek-A-Poo Puppy and two white Children 2-4 years. Phone 753the education of young people
A1OC
Wednesday.
*IOU OWN THIS AcRE? IT'S COVERED WITH
7
and
-15 TH'ACRE YO'owt..1,
6
Toy Poodle puppies,
who want to serve your business
4897.
MIAOW*. wE LIVE NEM-DOOR- EN'VE
TO
SPOSED
IS
WHICH
weeks old. Special price. Phone
needs and learn your business
BEEN USING ITAS A PLAYGROUND!! OUR
\MP
FOUND,
&
LOST
COVERED
BE
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER operation. Call Murray High
A7C
01-1,DATELESS - Al-i IS
753-4469.
NAME IS601.0*- P.J.GOLD-At-42 THIS.1.5
ACCORDINI"
GOLDSONIA:MUMS!!
and cook to live in with elderly School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb
THE MISSUSP
Payne
of
vicinity
the
LOST
IN
bed
CAMPER TOP for eight foot
TO YORE PAPP-1'S WILL.Al2C would be glad to meet with you
couple. Phone 753-8085.
black
month
old
five
a
Street,
•
truck. Cab top level. $150.00.
?
'JUT'ROUNID 1141S
A9C kitten, wearing a red collar with BABYSFITING wanted in my and explain the program. Al1C
COMER-•
;
Phone 436-2113.
PU
bells. If found please call Barhome. Call 753-9974 after, 5:00
TFNC
753-1916.
at
bara
H0NDA 70 'With or without
FOR SALE OR TRADE
p.m.
A9NC
helmet. Only 11v2 year old. Good
condition. Phone 4374493., A9C 'LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold -PART-TIME babysitter with PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
near West Main Street. Intflexible schedule for a one-year- 105'1160' in Sherwood Forest.
LATE 1967 model Mobile home , portant papers inside. If found
please call Pat at 753-9427. old 'girl. Must furnish own Phone 753-7358,after 4:00
with 3 bedrooms. Phone 753TFC
A9C Reward offered.
TFNC transportation. Call 753-7154. A9C p.m.
4061.
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Poor seen left out of housing subsidy
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Copley News Service
highlights of the James
JAMES COUNTRY---Map shows places marking
boys' careers.

Jesse James legend
takes on new gloss

few in the population while the
rest of the nation is left to seek
decent housing completely on
its own.
"Since it is doubtful that
the public, and hence the Congress, will be prepared to accept the staggering budgetary
cost of a more global coverage

grave at Kearney — his remains were moved here in 1902
from the family plot on the
farm north of Kearney.
LIBERTY, Mo. — The Jesse
They visit Frank's final restJames gang has galloped
ing place at Independence; or
through volumes charged with
go to Lexington where federal
the first daylight bank robbery
troops wounded Jesse, May 15,
carried out here 105 years ago.
1865; or visit the site of the
ridden
have
fact
Legend and
James home north of Kearney.
lard with them. Legend is that
State historical markers pinthe James gang did the job.
point the major activities of the
Fact is, it was never proven.
James gang's 16-year reign. If
Even today, nearly 90 years
any event could ever cause
at
down
gunned
was
Jesse
after
someone to turn over in his
St. Joseph, April 3, 1882, you
grave, Gov. T. T. Crittenden,
still can get an argument on
who paid Robert Ford 0,000 for
fact and legend inside the bank
killing Jesse, surely must have
the James gang allegedly
when the markers were
robbed.
erected. On the other hand,
Ironically, the bank — which
Crittenden rode to national
never recovered from the
fame with Jesse,in a manner of
960,000 robbery loss — now
speaking.
houses a museum and, you
Visitors come to tour the old
guessed it, the Jesse James
Jackson County Jail, in nearby
Bank Museum on courthouse
Independence, which lays
claim to being the only completely restored Old West jail in
the Midwest. Among its most
notable boarders were Frank
James and the famous — never
infamous — border-warrior
William Quantrill.
Candidates campaigning to chambers of commerce across
Thousands of prisoners lanbecome Governor of Kentucky the state.
guished in the dungeon-like
Also to be presented on the cells of native limestone during
will appear on the same program
August 24 at the Kentucky State program are the 10 outstanding the Civil War that divided MisFair. The program is the annual young Kentuckians as selected by souri. At one time, families of
southern sympathizers were
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce the Kentucky Jaycees.
Miss Kentucky 1971 (Miss herded into the cells at this
Day luncheon at the state fair, an
Halcomb), the jumping-off place for settlers
occasion when chamber of Robbie Lynn
commerce members from daughter of Mr.and Mrs. William headed west on the Santa Fe
throughout Kentucky journey to B. Halcomb of Scottsville, will be and Oregon trails.
The Jackson County Histhe fair for the special luncheon. on the program for the luncheon.
Society is headquartorical
acis
anaudience
already
capacity
A
s
candidate
The
an uncepting anberitation to appear on ticipated by chamber officials for tered here and displays
usually interesting collection of
the program and speak their the luncheon, one of the most
historical Missouriana.
views and qualifications are popular annual events for the
But back to the subject that
s
,
chamber
Chandler
.
Several
chambers
Benjamin
Albert
us here — Jesse James
brought
their
to
Wendell
bring
busses
n,
charter
Thomas Emberto
Ford, and William Smith, ac- delegates to the state fair lun- and the James Country.
cording to W. H. Neal, president cheon.
Visitors can pick up facsimThe noon luncheon will be in iles of the $5,000 reward poster
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, the sponsor of the Room, A, B, and C of the Ex- issued Feb. 14, 1866, by Frank
Lave, president of the Clay
event in cooperation with local position Center at Louisville.
County Savings Association,
the day following the daylight
robbery attributed to Jesse
James.
Or, a copy of the poster issued July 36, 1881, by Gov. Crittenden, also offering a $5,000
reward — "dead or alive" —
for, either Jesse or Frank
James.
For $1.50, the Bank Museum
offers a paperback book titled
"Good Bye, Jesse James,"
containing a collection of the
major news stories from the old
Kansas City Journal reporting
the death and burial of the famous outlaw.
These stories reflect some of
the reasons the James gang
was able to May at large for so
many years. The attitude of the
public was far from hostile toward the James boys.
Recollections of the depredations committed by Jesse and
his band of country boy brigands have mellowed with time,
leaving a two-gun legend of an
outlaw more hero than rascal
and tourist-oriented western
Missouri has pule new gloss on
the legend. /.
With the passing of time and
the benefit of television, romantic Missourians have taken
Jesse James and his marauders to their bosoms as tough,
resourceful, hell-bent, hardriding native sons. Bob and
Charley Ford are the villains.
Jesse James commands a
prominent place in Thomas
Hart Benton's Missouri murals
in the state capitol
By BHA.HILL
Copley News Service

squase.
More ironic, perhaps, is the
fact that the museum is owned
and operated by relatives of
George Wymore, a 10-year-old
boy killed accidentally during
the robbers' getaway.
Legend and fact, fiction and
fantasy surrounding the Robin
Hood of the Old West and his
daring exploits, still add up to
money in western Missouri, but
not at the point of a gun. Tourists dole it out with little persuasion from the friendly folks
preserving the history and legends of Jesse James.
Visitors come from all over
the world to tour the bank
where they can rick up a map
of points of interest — four of
these are sites of train robberies by the James gang —
within a 100-mile radius.
They come to see Jesse's

Gubernatorial Candidates
To Appear At Fair 24th

toward which present housing
subsidy programs may be forced to head, the time to make
needed changes is rapidly
approaching."
It did not suggest the form
of the changes.
The subsidy programs range
from a plan to help poor families make mortgage payments
on a home of their own to
conventional public housing
[worsts.
No definition
The report does not include
in its definition of "subsidy"
the income tax deduction
which home buyers may take
for mortgage interest and property taxes although few
would deny that the tax laws
help many middle class families
buy their own homes.
The report concentrates
only on direct subsidy pro.
grams.
In addition to helping only
a small percentage of those
e, the report
technically
programs are
said, the saibs
unfair because they often provide very little help to the
poorest of families.
"At present, the maximum
subsidy paid through a combination of programs is about
arpper unit per year, and
$2,400
ies only in high cost
this
- areas, the report said.
"There remains, however, on

for
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ROUTE

OFFER

DRY CLEANING

GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY August 9th, 10th, 11th
PLAIN

2-PIECE

rss

SUITS

DRESSES

Each
°9

$

here!
FREE? Mothproofing—Miltew proofing I We have shirt laundry Services

Ona

TM( MOST IN

1

HOUR

DRY

Clf Alliila

East Side of Square

ONE-HOUR

sores%

KNIT SHIRTS

SQUARE SHOOTER

66

Limit 1

Compare at 4.49
Fashion is yours with these 100%
acrylic long sleeve shirts in flat, or
rib knits. Assorted styles include
5 button fronts, crew and Italian
collars, with contrasting trim In
assorted fall colors. Full fashion.
S-M-L-X L.

.0L..0C LAND C

Reg. 34.95
Gives you color pictures only for about
the same price as
finished color shots.
New distance finder
for foolproof focus.
Built-in focused flash.
Electric eye exposure control.

POLAROID T88 FILM

Rugged, no iron work pants of 50%
cotton, 50% polyester, Machine washable. Vat dyed. Controlled shrinkage with soil release finish. Precuffed. Sizes 28 to 42.

Reg 3.99

COLGATE, CREST,
GLEEM, MACLEAN

3 66

Family Size 6'4-ounce

Mens_
Neoprene - Sole
OXFORD

Clariol
LOVING CARE
Hair Color Lotion

Makes Choosing
Easier... Truer

100

Limit

CONTACT lOs

I.

APIXCRAUtir -

r•sul.
.
-,K1RS

TAG

00000 COWIN'S0011*
"P. NW mmOOW

CON

88c

OIL
TREAymENT

Fresh, Delicious. Up to 13-oz. a
box.

ADO TO YOU.
01

A PLAN THAT F
HARROGATE
(UPI) —Peter K
year-old artist, •
multi-colored
the appetities of •
the town festival.
He laid on a •
included blue rol
green pies and •
part of food-color
conducting at Qu •
College, london.
But the picnic
notice and cleared ;
the tables in 15 mi
"I was shatter •
said later. "It ma
of my experiment

The We •
acs=amorm.

Limit 1

Limit 1

Mon.-Sat
1-S Sundays

REG. 3.99

Fram oil filters fits1
most American cars.

REG 1.22

Store Hours: 9

The nice thing a.
Ocular tournamen
bring their wives a
enjoy it.

STP
OIL TREATMENT

Bremners
Animal or Cheese
CRACKERS

Linter and Leslie
on hand and w complimentary of
people involved.
were genuine in
Ten or twelve w Nashville, all in
music business
Some write, som
play an instrtune
Instruments, so
highly talented gr
and as nice as a
find.
Jimmy Klapp w
near Baltimore,
his brother Gene
here from St. •

In Shade-Selector
Packages ,
Tough, easy-care
manmade uppers
Non-skid oil -resistant
Neoprene sole
Comfort cushioned
innersole
Sizes: 6l,-12 (Imported)
black

Had it not been
Margaret Shuff
Hulse, Clover .
Wilson, Bill
Perkins, her visi •
our wife and a f • •
we never could

A lot of hard se.
people, but the I.
end the city of M
Calloway Country
of good publicity •
but praise for the
course and Pro J
and many thank
-president of the —
the board of
cooperation. E•
highly laudatory
and the nice .
received.

Compare at 4.99

MATCHING LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS

the two day affair
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child's play, bro
you different.
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area with we do
many temples be
Ito .kaper at at
there must have .

WORK PANTS

COLOR FILM FOR THE SQUARE SHOOTER

We had not p
anything special,.
that we turned ow
during that time.
gotten ahead of .
and raked for two
Last two days we
Shrine Golf Ti
the Calloway .

Soon Robinson
tournament an,
Sueldene was
assistant.
Potentate Bill Ga
potentate for next
were present wi
wives. Bill Moffe
Potentate in five
good wife Ruth w •
the two day event

Mens

POLAROID

We took off three
Ind it seems that
gone a week.

sundry kids.
_
werlotai-an-the

ONE HOUR SERVIC

August 8th & 9th

United P

A great event for
people counting
their wives and
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The •
Source
In Mu
Callowa
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

/kr,
PRICE,9105/0

* WANTED *

Paper Boys
Immediately

each unit a residual amount of
expenses which must be met
out of the occupant family's
own resources, and in many
cases this residual is simply
more than a poor family can
afford.
"Given the kind of economics now prevailing in the hous.

331A113S elnoH 3NO

Altars home joisos
.
sass shot and
I 3,11182..

By NORMAN KEMISTEIR
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
About 25 million American
families — 40 per cent of the
nation's total population —
technically are eligible for
some form of government subsidy to help purchase or rent a
home.
Only about 2 million of
those families are receiving the
help. The others are left out,
either because they do not
know they are eligible, they do
.iot wish to accept a subsidy,
or they just lost out in the
bureaucratic process.
In its annual report to Conon the nation's housing
goals, the Nixon administration
expresses concern present policies are unfair to the 23 million left out.
"If all eligible families were
subsidized the cost would be
astronomical," the report said.
"Yet unless major changes are
made, as those programs continue to gain production
momentum, it will be difficult
to continue favoring a select

Big Manila project
MANILA (UPI) - The city
government has announced
plans for a 150 million peso
market and the structure of ($25 million) low-cost housing
present housing subsidy pro- project involving construction
gams, it appears unlikely that of apartments in various parts
the housing needs of the na- of the city. The bulk of the
tion's poorest families would construction would be in the
be fully met, even if the num- slum district of Tondo where
erical goal of producing 26 more than 50,000 persons were
million new starts during the
made homeless by a big fire in
1969-78 decade is achieved." March.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER 153-8771
'PLENTY OF FREE PARKING'

HANKAMERICARO

Partly cloudy,
humid through tom
slight chance of a
evening thundersh.
High today about 92
about 72

